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Abstract
The Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) Industry has the potential to increase
profitability through improvement of the information exchange (IE) process on building
projects. According to a study performed by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) in 2004, the annual cost of inadequate interoperability is approximately
15.8 billion dollars on U.S. capital facilities. Because the AEC Industry is project centered,
and many different organizations work towards design and construction goals, the
information exchange process is constrained, and collaboration is required for success.
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a process that provides a means for owners,
designers, contractors, and operators to generate, organize and use detailed information
throughout a project lifecycle. However, the success of BIM relies heavily on the accuracy
and availability of the information exchanged between project team members. In some
studies, BIM has been shown to save upwards of 30% in field labor costs due to increased
productivity; however the full potential of BIM is currently being limited by the
inefficiencies associated with unplanned information exchange procedures.
This dissertation uses lean theory to identify and quantify the waste associated with the
IE process from design to construction on projects using BIM. Through research, areas of
waste were derived from lean principles and adapted to develop an information exchange
waste taxonomy. The IE waste taxonomy was then used to identify the areas of IE waste on
two case study projects. Additionally, quantitative metrics were designed to document the
economic scale of the identified areas of waste. Finally, the identified waste on the two case
studies was quantified, and the potential project impact was documented.
This research provides a standardized method for the identification of IE waste on current
building projects. The result of the IE waste on two case studies was estimated at 1.4 percent
of the total Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing (MEP) contract price. This value does not
take into account the initial benefit of BIM, which is perceived to be substantially more than
1.4 percent. According to project team members, this research also prioritized high value
added improvements to the IE process upon which they should focus their attention for future
projects. In summary, the steps provided in this dissertation provide a structured method for
project team members to identify and categorize areas of IE waste, quantify the potential
impact, and evaluate the results for future project improvements. In order to improve project
profitability, team members must first break through the BIM barrier, and then focus on
designing efficient and effective information exchanges.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

A study performed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2004
equated the annual cost of inadequate interoperability to be approximately 15.8 billion
dollars on U.S. capital facilities (Gallihar et al., 2004). Over a third of this amount, 5.3
billion dollars was attributed to the inadequate interoperability between the design and
construction phase on a building project. Therefore, the Architecture, Engineering, and
Construction (AEC) Industry has the potential to increase profitability through improvement
of the information exchange (IE) process on building projects. This study raised awareness
to the need for addressing information interoperability through well-defined information
exchanges. BIM is a process that provides a means for owners, designers, contractors, and
operators to generate, organize and use detailed information throughout a project lifecycle.
The success of BIM relies heavily on the accuracy and availability of the information
exchanged between project team members. In sum, BIM has the potential to provide
significant value to a project; however, the full potential of BIM is currently being limited by
the inefficiencies associated with unplanned information exchange procedures.

Over the past several years, BIM implementation has increased substantially within the
AEC Industry. According to the Smart Market Report, produced by McGraw-Hill in 2008,
owner organizations are beginning to see the value of BIM implementation. This document
indicates that 41% of the owners questioned report that BIM has a positive impact on their
projects (McGraw-Hill 2008). Additionally, one-third are very willing to purchase BIM
software for other team members, and half are at least moderately willing to pay extra for
1

time and effort on detailing BIM models. Most BIM success documented by the Smart
Market Report occurred during the design and construction phase of a project. The
document also stated that 2009 will be the “Year of the Contractor” in BIM.

The 2009 McGraw-Hill Construction Smart Market Report focuses on the business value
of BIM. It states that the vast majority of users see benefit from using BIM and that
implementation had increased from 28% in 2007 to 48% in 2009 (McGraw-Hill 2009).
However this report does not specifically address the degree to which project teams are
utilizing BIM. The report does reveal that 63% of users gain a positive return on investment,
yet this is not separated to focus on specific project phases. An interesting result of the study
considers that with experience comes a better return on investment. It is important to note
that 93% of respondents in this study believe that they are only just scratching the surface
and could gain quite a bit more as they continue to invest in BIM. The report discusses the
relative importance of internal benefits and states that an overall better AEC project is one of
the major benefits of BIM implementation. Overall, the McGraw-Hill studies provide an
interesting documentation of the perception of the industry and clearly illustrate that a
majority of the industry members find BIM to be valuable; however there is limited
information on the specific areas of value generation for projects implementing BIM.

1.1

What is Building Information Modeling (BIM)?

The National Building Information Modeling Standards (NBIMS) Committee defines BIM as
“a digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility. A BIM is a
2

shared knowledge resource for information about a facility forming a reliable basis for
decisions during its life-cycle; defined as existing from earliest conception to demolition. A
basic premise of BIM is collaboration by different stakeholders at different phases of the life
cycle of a facility to insert, extract, update or modify information in the BIM to support and
reflect the roles of that stakeholder” (NIBS, 2007). For Building Information Modeling to
be an effective tool, all primary parties involved must work together towards a common goal
to produce an accurate representation of a building project including information that is
necessary to operate the facility (see Figure 1-1). However, many project teams are
struggling with defining the appropriate level of modeling to perform on a project based on
the current state of practice and future information needs.

Architect
Civil
Engineer

Architect
Civil
Engineer

Structural
Engineer

MEP
Engineer

Owner

Facility
Manager

Structural
Engineer

BIM

Owner

Facility
Manager

Specialty
Subs

MEP
Engineer

Specialty
Subs
Contractor

Contractor

Conceptual BIM Exchange

Traditional Information Exchange

Figure 1-1: BIM Concept – Eliminating Information Chaos (adapted from IAI, 2009)
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When properly implemented, these models can improve the efficiency of designs; allow for
better feedback from project participants; and improve the accuracy and effectiveness for
performing future construction tasks. BIM provides a means for owners, designers,
contractors, and operators to generate, organize and use detailed information throughout a
project lifecycle. Therefore, an important aspect to the success of BIM is the process in
which information is exchanged between project team members.

1.1.1 Measuring the Benefits of BIM
In recent years, researchers have questioned the overall value of implementing Building
Information Modeling in the AEC Industry. However, few studies have been published
that identify the overall value of BIM. The majority of the research focuses on specific
areas of BIM, such as 4D Modeling (Dawood and Mallasi, 2006; Jongeling et al., 2008);
3D mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) Coordination (Khanzode et al., 2008); or
a combination of the two (Khanzode et al., 2005; Staub-French and Khanzode, 2007).
The use of 4D modeling, simulating sequence by combining a 3D model with the aspect
of time, has grown in popularity since it was first implemented in the late 1980’s by
Bechtel and Hitachi (Smith, 2001). These models help involve more stakeholders than is
possible today early in a project to inject their business and engineering knowledge into
the design of the facility (Jongeling et al., 2008).

3D Coordination is defined as using automated clash detection software to identify
the location of two systems or elements that directly conflict. An important factor in the
success of 3D Coordination is the identification of the level of detail required by team
4

members for their system to be represented in the model (Khanzode et al., 2008). Some
of the benefits that the project teams can achieve through the coordination of the MEP
systems include: 60% fewer Requests for Information (RFI) than expected for a project
of the same complexity (Staub-French and Khanzode, 2007); and field labor savings
ranging from 20 to 30 % for all the MEP subcontractors (Khanzode et al., 2008) due to
increased productivity, less rework, and decreased schedule. Although these studies are
very important to identify the scale of potential benefit of specific BIM Uses, there is a
need to understand the effect of Building Information Modeling being implemented
throughout the lifecycle of capital facility projects.

1.1.2 Project Execution Planning for BIM

BIM Project Execution Planning is “a process performed by a project team to design the
execution strategy for implementing BIM on the project. The final product of the
execution planning process is a documented BIM Project Execution Plan” (CIC, 2009).
To maximize the effectiveness of BIM, the execution plan should be designed in the early
stages of a project and focused on the decisions required to define the scope of BIM
implementation on the project, identify process impacts of using BIM, define the team
characteristics needed to achieve the modeling, and quantify the value proposition for the
appropriate level of modeling at the various stages in the project lifecycle.

During the development of a BIM Project Execution Plan, four steps should be
followed: 1) Identify BIM Goals and Uses; 2) Design the BIM Project Execution
Process; 3) Develop Information Exchanges; and 4) Define Supporting Infrastructure for
5

BIM Implementation (CIC, 2009). These steps have been developed by the CIC
Research Group at Penn State through the BIM Execution Planning Research Project.
Each step is described in further detail in Section 3.3.

1.2

Project Execution Planning using Lean Theory

Lean Theory was developed by individuals that would not settle for “How things were
always done.” They questioned each method of production to invent a better way to
manufacture a product: lowering inventory and moving decision making to production
workers (Womack, 1990). Over the years, these theories have been applied successfully
across many disciplines. For example, Microsoft used lean theory to balance the interaction
between operations and managers by standardizing practices and centralizing information
(Herbold, 2002). When appropriately applied, lean theory is a well-tested, well understood
platform upon which an effective information exchange process can be built.

An important factor in eliminating waste is being able to correct the process. Therefore,
the early planning specified in the BIM planning guide is necessary for the research results to
be valuable. The overarching concept is to “Begin with the End in Mind,” which means for
project team members to identify what specific information is to be used for once the project
is turned over to the owner and/or end user. Therefore, the downstream stakeholders should
have a say in the information produced and transferred to create value. This concept as well
as others in the BIM Project Execution Plan (BIM Plan) falls in line with the five principles
of Lean Thinking (Womack & Jones, 2003):
6

1. Value – Specify value in the eyes of the customer;
2. Value Stream – Identify all the steps in the value stream and eliminate waste;
3. Flow – Allow the value to flow without interruptions;
4. Pull – Let the customer pull value form the process; and
5. Continuously improve in pursuit of perfection.
The main theory behind the lean approach is to improve process speed and reduce cost by
eliminating waste (Jugulum & Samuel, 2008). This concept is discussed in further detail in
Section 4.2. By following the five basic principles, team members can increase the
effectiveness of design and improve downstream processes on a building project.

1.3

Research Overview

This section provides a brief summary of the research study defined in this thesis. The goal
of this research is to provide a standardized method in which future studies can more
precisely measure the waste associated with the information exchange process on AEC
projects. This research also identifies the impact of the wasteful information exchange
process on two case study projects through developed quantitative metrics. The
identification of information exchange waste combined with project execution planning on
future projects creates a continuous improvement process for contractors using BIM. Details
of this research study are defined throughout the following sections.

7

1.3.1 Research Problem
Several previous studies have identified the value associated with BIM implementation.
BIM has the ability to improve the overall AEC process; however its full potential is
being limited due to a lack of early planning and proper execution of information
exchange procedures. Since a construction project is comprised of many specialized
team members, building information is passed between companies throughout the various
stages of the design into construction phase. Without adequate planning, the information
required to perform construction tasks cannot be conveyed to the design team, and a
portion of the information received is wasteful to the end user.

Currently, project teams have no structured method to effectively measure
inefficiencies associated with the information exchange process. Also, there is limited
documentation of the impact of this waste which yields limited attention to improvements
on future projects. To effectively analyze the information process; lean theory can be
used to map the value stream and compare against the actual flow of data. However, the
rules of lean theory were developed from the manufacturing industry and must be altered
to provide an efficient process for analyzing information exchange in the AEC Industry.

1.3.2 Research Scope
This research focuses on the steps necessary to develop a continuous improvement
process to measure and eliminate information exchange waste on future building projects.
The specific focus of this study is the exchange of information amid the design
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stakeholders (architect and engineers) and the contractors (construction manager and
specialty trade contractors) shown in Figure 1-2. Therefore, the value associated with
the exchange waste was initially collected from the construction team members,
specifically the specialty contractors, since they are the downstream stakeholders. Lean
principles were applied to current AEC processes to develop an information exchange
waste (IEW) taxonomy.

Figure 1-2: Research Focus within the Project Lifecycle

Two case studies were performed on projects using BIM with little investment in
early BIM planning. Construction team members including the construction manager and
the mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) specialty contractors participated through
observations and a semi-structured interview process to document the IEW on each
project. Additionally, design team members were interviewed to document the value
added by each area of waste defined by the contractors.

Once identified, the IEW was

quantified to determine the impact on the projects and assist in the planning on future
facilities. Since the purpose of this study is to measure the waste associated with the
information exchange process, attention was given to downstream stakeholders with a
9

focus on the processes taking place inside the construction phase. Refer to Section 2.2
for further information regarding the research scope and the case study research
approach.

1.3.3 Research Questions
The goal of this research was to develop a standardized method for the identification and
classification of information exchange waste on AEC projects. Additionally, this
research aimed to gain further information regarding the current scale of this exchange
waste through an analysis of two case study projects. Therefore, the following two
research questions are answered through the implementation of this research:
1. How can project team members qualitatively identify the information exchange
waste that occurs from design to construction on a construction project?
2. How can the identified information exchange waste be quantified to evaluate the
overall impact on a construction project?

1.3.4 Relevance to Industry
Prior to research design approval, a pilot study was conducted to identify the problems
associated with project teams starting to implement Building Information Modeling.
Based on the literature review and interview response, as well as industry experience, it
was determined that a key to success for BIM on AEC projects is the efficient and
accurate translation of usable information throughout the project lifecycle. According to
research results, eliminating information exchange waste within just the MEP portions of
10

a project has the potential to save approximately 1.4%1 of the total MEP contract value.
According to ENR, the average profit margin for specialty contractors was approximately
7.3% (Tulacz, 2001). Assuming the profit margin stayed constant over the past 10 years,
the IE waste on the evaluated case studies is estimated at 19% of the specialty
contractor’s profit margin. This result excludes additional potential benefits that can be
achieved in very well coordinated BIM projects such as the possibility for prefabrication,
early procurement of products, and other innovative opportunities that arise from having
accurate information models. In sum, BIM has already had a positive impact on the
profitability of project team members; however, there is still potential for a large
improvement through the elimination of information exchange waste defined and
quantified in this dissertation.

1.4

Readers Guide

This chapter provided an overview of BIM implementation in the AEC Industry as well as an
overview of the research that was undertaken in this dissertation. Chapter Two defines the
particular research methods including the detailed steps taken to develop and analyze the
research findings. Chapter Three is a review of relevant literature and previous studies that
are used to identify the research gap and develop the initial categories of information
exchange waste. Chapter Four outlines the development and validation of the information
exchange waste taxonomy, and lists the classified waste for the case study projects. Chapter
Five identifies the metrics used to quantify the information exchange waste, and reviews the
1

Results based on information provided by project team members and not validated through a statistically
significant sample size, but illustrative of two detailed case studies.
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results for the analyzed case studies. Chapter Six summarizes the results of the study and
discussed the future work and concluding thoughts. Following the six chapters is a list of
references and appendices including a glossary of terms used throughout the document,
detailed interview questions used for data collection, and a comprehensive list of research
results.

12

Chapter 2: Research Methodology

This chapter outlines the methods used to perform this research project. Prior to research
design, a brief literature review was performed to identify problems associated with
techniques for data collection. The problems identified are addressed in the research design
section, and the chapter concludes with the detailed research steps performed to collect and
analyze the research case studies.

2.1 Research Techniques

The overarching goal of this research is to provide a standardized method in which project
teams can more precisely measure the waste associated with the information flow on projects
implementing BIM. To achieve this goal, the research objective was broken up into three
major tasks: developing a qualitative taxonomy for identifying information exchange waste;
validating the information exchange waste taxonomy; and measuring the impact information
exchange waste through a quantitative analysis of AEC projects. The research method
utilized to complete these tasks is a combination of literature review, case studies, grounded
theory, expert interviews and content analysis. Figure 2-1 depicts the major research tasks
and how each research technique was integrated to form a rigorous problem solving
approach. The purpose of this section is to define the research techniques, and to identify
how it was used for the collection and analysis of research data. Further details regarding the
research design and research steps can be found in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively.

13

Task 1: Develop a Taxonomy for IE Waste Identification
Task 2: Validate the IE Waste Taxonomy
Literature Review
Case Study #1

Literature Review
Expert Interviews

Collection

Task 3: Measure Impact of IE Waste

Case Study #2
Collection
Case Study #1

Grounded
Theory

Case Study #2

Content Analysis

Qualitative Analysis

Collection

Content Analysis

Quantitative Analysis

Qualitative Analysis

Figure 2-1: Research Techniques applied to each Research Task

2.1.1 Case Study Research Method
The main source of data collection in this research was performed through the use of case
studies. Therefore, a key to success prior to investigation was the understanding of and
proper execution of a case study analysis. According to Yin, a case study is a research
strategy to review a specific instance, scenario or project in-depth wherein a variety of
both quantitative and qualitative methods can be used in combination to generate rich
datasets and robust analysis of very complex questions (Yin 2003). One of the main
criticisms of case studies is that they are limited to one or perhaps a handful of examples.
Hence, criticisms focus on how investigators can justify making generalizations from a
limited number of samples (Flyvbjerg 2006; Yin 2003). However, case study research is
a very useful when the research question ask ‘how’ or ‘why;’ there is little control over
the events; and the focus is on current trends. In this research study, the following
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questions will be answered through case study data collection and analysis:
1. How can project team members qualitatively identify the information exchange
waste that occurs from design to construction on a construction project?
2. How can the identified information exchange waste be quantified to evaluate the
overall impact on a construction project?
Furthermore, the researcher has little control on the information exchange process, and
the use of BIM in the AEC Industry is a contemporary development. Even though this
research fits well into the criteria necessary for the case study methods, steps were taken
during the design of the study to prevent against data collection and analysis errors.
Several factors were taken into consideration when designing the case study data
collection process. The case study projects were selected based on their criteria to
support analytic generalization as opposed to statistical generalization. Also the data
collection was planned using the grounded theory method which is described in more
detail in Section 2.1.3. Additional factors that were addressed prior to case study
implementation included factors identified by Taylor (2009):
•

Posing the right questions prior to investigation

•

Results should answer questions not solve problems

•

Research Design and Execution
o Knowing the unit of analysis prior to data collection
o Having an expected outcome to measure against
o Testing the results for validity
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In summary, case study research excels at bringing an understanding of a complex
issue, and can extend experience or add strength to what is already known through
previous research. Details regarding the design of the case study method used in this
research can be found in Section 2.2.

2.1.2 Interview Process
Throughout this research, interviews were used for the collection of data as well as
validation of theories developed during data analysis. The process of an interview is
rather simple: an interviewer asks questions and records the subject’s answers. When
using interviews for research, it is important to avoid response error, or provide influence
to the answers that the respondents give (Friedman, 1942). The first step to improving
interview consistency is to provide the respondent with consistent questions similar to
developing a survey in order to eliminate influenced answers. However, during an
interview the interviewee may probe for further detail regarding incomplete feedback.
For this reason, this research mainly focused data collection from interviews rather than
survey results.

Prior to developing the data collection process, an interviewer should take caution to
produce consistent and non-bias results. To reduce the between-interview variation, it is
important to specifically script the introduction and limiting unstructured discussion
(Cannell, 1977). Furthermore, it is important for the interviewee to understand the
intentions of the study prior to the questions (Fowler & Mangione, 1990). A well defined
introduction can minimize undesired answers and limit the need for probing questions.
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Further details regarding how the potential interview bias was reduced can be found in
Section 2.2.4. During the data collection of this study, interviews were particularly
useful for gathering information regarding an individual’s experience, in that the
researcher could probe for additional information related to each topic. Interviews were
also useful as a follow-up for lack of information after initial data was collection.
However, these situations required proper question design and introduction to the
research objectives prior to the interview taking place.

2.1.3 Grounded Theory
Grounded theory was used to direct data collection and manage the analysis during the
development of the information exchange waste taxonomy. Grounded theory is an
inductive research methodology that allows for researchers to develop theory after
collecting data (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). As with other qualitative approaches, the data
for grounded theory can come from various sources, e.g., interviews, observations,
literature, etc. The fundamental theory behind grounded research is the focus of
organizational categories prior to analyzing the data (Corbin and Strauss, 1990).
Additionally, the data collection procedure should be limited to the question at hand so
that the information collection can be efficiently coded into the proper realms to create a
given theory (Martin and Tuner, 1986). Finally, according to Glaser and Strauss, the
theoretical structure produced by grounded theory is preliminary and still needs to be
validated (1967).

The major steps to produce grounded theory are as follows:

Step 1: Review of available technical literature or previous studies
Step 2: Select cases that are theoretically useful
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Step 3: Develop rigorous data collection protocol based on required results
Step 4: Collect data
Step 5: Order data
Step 6: Analyze the data using a coding rule set (open coding: based on categories
and properties)
Step 7: Theoretical sampling – re-review available literature
Step 8: Reach closure when minimal improvements can be made
Step 9: Validate Results
The grounded research steps above were followed during the development of the
information exchange waste taxonomy. A structured breakdown of the research steps can
be found in Section 2.3.

2.1.4 Content Analysis
Content analysis is a method used to organize and relate substance during communication
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967). This method was used to organize and analyze the
information received during the interviews and observations. Specifically, content
analysis was used to document the time and resources required to mitigate information
exchange waste on the case study projects. Interviews of project team members and
industry experts were recorded. During the analysis phase of research, these recordings
were reviewed to recover missing information from notes during the interview.
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2.2 Research Design

Case studies were chosen as the main method of data collection for this research. One reason
for case study research is due to the sheer complexity of factors that can influence cost on a
project. During collection of data, there was a strong need to understand the causal effects of
poor information exchange definition or execution, which required a detailed analysis that
could not be performed on a large scale. Additionally, case study research was beneficial
due the timing required to collect actual examples of information exchange waste to develop
a standard measurement. Unfortunately, construction projects have large turnover, and the
workforce moves to a new job very quickly, therefore collecting participant feedback at the
right time was an important aspect of this research. Due to the exploratory nature of this
research, statistical significance was unattainable. However steps were taken to design the
research method to collect quantitative metrics for the two detailed case study projects. The
detailed research design is depicted in the following sections.

2.2.1 Quality of Research Design
When evaluating the quality design of qualitative and quantitative research, one must be
able to demonstrate reliability and validity respectively (Golafshani, 2003). Reliability is
the repeatability of the research project, and whether or not the researcher can replicate
the same study and achieve the same results (Kirk and Miller, 1986). Whereas, validity is
the accuracy of the data and how well the selected measures reflect what researchers are
trying to measure. The following paragraphs describe how reliability and validity were
increased through the research design process.
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According to Kirk and Miller (1986), the key to increasing reliability of a study is
designing clear research questions and repeatable research steps. During the design of
this research, a procedure was developed to collect case study information through
observations and interviews. Because observations are subjective to timing, the majority
of data was collected through interviews with project participants. A procedure was
conducted on how to give the interviews, as well as how to interpret each interview in
order to determine the IE waste for the company interviewed. The key research questions
were reviewed prior to the interview process with interviewees. These common
procedures helped to ensure consistency between Case Study #1 and Case Study #2.

When demonstrating validity, multiple data points increase the accuracy of the
information. In this research, specialty contractors were targeted for the majority of
interviews; however multiple team members (project managers, BIM technicians,
superintendents, etc.) provided evidence. Also, two case studies were compared which
added an additional level of validity to the qualitative and quantitative portion of this
research. However, the quantitative analysis involved in this research remains
exploratory in nature, and additional data points will be needed to target any statistical
significance for future research.

2.2.2 Data Collection
Prior to research approval, a pilot study was conducted to identify the problems
associated with information exchange on AEC projects. During the pilot study data was
collected through literature review, expert interviews, and case study interviews.
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Literature on the cost of interoperability in the AEC Industry was reviewed. A total of
four industry individuals (one architect, two contractors, and one subcontractor) were
questioned using a semi-structure interviewing method. The pilot study helped define the
research problem and set up the categories of lean waste necessary for the grounded
theory approach
.
During the developing the IE waste taxonomy, data was collected through a review of
literature, and case study observations and interviews. Previous research studies were
identified in the areas of: Building Information Modeling (BIM), lean theory,
information management, and value stream mapping to form the background of the
taxonomy. Additionally, the researcher attended five weekly coordination meetings at
Case Study #1 to observe any challenges associated with the information exchange
process. The majority of the data was collected through in-depth semi-structured onsite
interviews. Table 2-1 depicts the project team members that were interviewed for each
case study. A total of 11 organizations and 21 individuals were interviewed through the
case study data collection. Interviews ranged from a minimum of 20 minutes to a
maximum of one hour. Prior to the interviews each participant was sent a notification of
the purpose of the interview as well as a human subject’s acknowledging implied consent
to participate.. The majority of the interviews occurred onsite. If additional information
was required, interview participants were contacted via phone or e-mail, and the
researcher was provided with a quick response.
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Table 2-1: Case Study Interview Participants

Interview Participants
Project
Organizations

Construction
Manager

Case Study #1

Case Study #2

Primary
Participant

Additional
Participant

Primary
Participant

Additional
Participant

Project
Manager

BIM
Coordinator

Project
Manager

BIM
Coordinator

Mechanical
Contractor

Construction
Manager (2)

Project
Manager (2)

BIM
Technician

Electrical
Contractor

Project
Manager (2)

Project
Manager (2)

Superintendent

Plumbing
Contractor

Project
Manager(2)

Architect

Project
Coordinator

Project
Coordinator

MEP
Engineer

Vice
President

Senior
Associate

Superintendent

Combined with Combined with
Mechanical
Mechanical

(#) indicates number of times individual was interviewed, one if not listed

The IE waste taxonomy was validated through expert and case study interviews.
During the time between Case Study #1 and Case Study #2 data collection, four industry
experts (one architect, two contractors, and one specialty contractor) were sent a copy of
the defined IE waste taxonomy, and questioned for a maximum of an hour via phone
interview regarding the validity of the current taxonomy and potential revisions. The
taxonomy was sent through a second round of validation during the collection of
information exchange waste on Case Study #2.
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Data collection concluded with the evaluation of the impact of IE waste on both case
studies. Some quantitative measurements of waste were gathered during the first round
of case study interviews. However, it was determined that a second interview would be
necessary. Similar to the taxonomy interviews, case study team members were
interviewed using semi-structured onsite interviews lasting no more than 1 hour. During
the interview, quantitative data was collected through the identification of the resources
expended to mitigate the IE waste as well as a unit rate (e.g., 20 man-hours at $100 per
man-hour). Additionally, monetary values of waste were identified by reviewing project
documentation (i.e., requests for information, change order requests, etc.) If additional
information was required, interview participants were contacted via phone or e-mail, and
the researcher was provided with a quick response. Design team members were
interviewed after the collection of contractor data to validate the data received as well as
identify any value that was added during the design phase that would eliminate some of
the impact of the information exchange waste.

2.2.3 Case Study Selection
Since the research design is heavily dependent upon case studies, project selection was
extremely important. Therefore, time was spent upfront to identifying similar criteria that
would minimize the variance of external factors. After reviewing potential case studies
with Penn State University, it was determined that the two cases detailed on the next page
would yield the best results due to the similar project size, project type, and BIM uses.
Additionally, project team members have the same amount of experience with BIM, and
the MEP subcontractors are in the same geographical area with similar capabilities.
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Finally, both the design team and construction managers are national firms. The major
difference between the two cases is the project delivery method, which is documented in
more detail in Section 4.6. In summary, the selection criteria minimized the effect of
such as the quality labor pool, weather delays, and contractor capabilities which
improved the design of this research study.
Case Study #1: Millennium Science Complex (MSC)
Owner: Penn State University
Project Type: New Construction
Facility Use: Laboratory / Classroom
Project Size: 250,000 SF
Building Cost: $175 million
MEP Contract: $39 million
Organizational Structure: CM Agency / CM @ Risk
Location: University Park, PA
BIM Uses: Record Modeling, 3D Coordination, 4D Modeling, Design Authoring, Design
Reviews
Case Study #2: Hershey Medical Center (HMC)– Children’s Hospital
Owner: Hershey Medical Center / Penn State
Project Type: New Construction, Core and Shell
Facility Use: Hospital
Project Size: 250,000 SF
Building Cost: $115 million
MEP Contract: $25 million
Organizational Structure: CM @ Risk
Location: Hershey, PA
BIM Uses: Record Modeling, 3D Coordination, Design Authoring, Design Reviews
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2.2.4 Interview Bias
Interview bias is when responses are swayed to produce positive or unnatural results.
Bias can occur both in the observer as well as the respondent (Fowlerand and Mangione,
1990). To reduce observer bias, the interview process was developed prior to
implementation and remained the same during all interviews on both case studies.
Additionally, only one researcher conducted interviews and analyzed the results. To
minimize the effect of respondent bias, simpler questions were asked upfront to make the
respondent feel more comfortable, and multiple questions were asked regarding
information exchange waste to eliminate swaying the results. Also, the interviews were
conducted within 2 years of start of construction to eliminate the respondent forgetting
information. Specifically, the interviews were conducted around the end of the
coordination process so that the respondent had a clear picture of the information
exchange waste. Finally, the response from the construction team was confirmed by the
design team to form a valid example of information exchange waste. It was also
confirmed that the project funding did not play a role into the information that was
produced in the design phase. Although interview bias was a large concern, several steps
were taken to minimize the potential effect on data collected through case study
interviews.

2.2.5 Data Recording and Analysis
This research collected and analyzed both qualitative and quantitative data. Quantitative
data was collected for development and validation of the information exchange waste
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taxonomy through case study and expert interviews. The audio was recorded for each
interview and initially processed with a couple of days to maximize retention of detailed
examples. During the documentation of interview material, the researcher listened to the
recordings while reviewing field notes. In the event there was conflicting information,
the discrepancy was noted, and the participant was contacted for clarification. Once the
content was documented, the information was analyzed for relationships with the
previously defined information exchange categories. Any topics that do not fit in a field
require further investigation of validity and/or modification to the taxonomy categories.

The data for evaluation of information exchange waste was collected through semistructured interviews and field observations. Similar to the qualitative approach, each
interview was audio recorded and field notes prescribed. Documentation occurs within a
couple of days after the data was recorded. During the content analysis of the
information exchange waste, cost of waste is derived from resources required to mitigate
wasteful exchange processes. The resources provided by participants are quantified using
a unit rate, and then linked to the pertaining qualitative summary of IE exchange waste.
If a discrepancy occurs, interview participants were contacted to verify information.
Summaries of the content analysis for both qualitative and quantitative data can be found
in Appendix D and E respectively.

2.2.6 Research Design Challenges
The research scope evolved throughout the initial collection and analysis of data. The
original focus of data collection resided with the construction manager. However, during
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the pilot study interviews, it was determined that the specialty contractors are the furthest
downstream team member in the construction process; therefore their interpretation of the
information exchange waste is required for this study. Additionally, the structural
contractors (steel and precast façade) were to be used for information exchange waste
evaluation on each case study project. While interviewing a contact on Case Study #1, it
was revealed that due to employee turn-over, no individual could provide an accurate
representation of the exchange of information that occurred on the project, so structural
steel were removed from the research scope. The pilot study proved successful at
identifying the challenges associated with the IE process, and helped develop a clear
scope for research.

Also, interview timing was crucial, and was a major factor in the collection of data on
both case studies. Since this research centers on the identification and quantification of
information exchange waste, the participants were required to have completed or nearly
completed the project coordination and started to install work. Then the entire process of
information exchange: from concept, through coordination, into installation, could be
captured and evaluated. The coordination completion was staggered by six month from
Case Study #1 to Case Study #2, in which the information exchange waste taxonomy was
developed between the case studies. Therefore, the interviews for each case study were
staggered to capture the appropriate and accurate information. Additional details
regarding the interview timeline is detailed in Section 4.6. In summary, important criteria
in order to repeat this research is to ensure that the data is collected towards the end of the
coordination phase and during product installation. It is also important that project turn27

over is minimal, and the individual employees interviewed have adequate knowledge of
the information exchange process.

2.3

Research Process

This section documents the steps taken to implement the quantitative and quantitative
research. Figure 2.2 depicts the research process, and the following sub-sections describe
each step in further detail.

Additionally, the chapter and sections that pertain to each

research step are identified throughout the description.

Figure 2-2: Model of Research Steps
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2.3.1 Initial Pilot Study – Defining the Research Problem

1. Review literature on the cost of interoperability in the U.S., challenges with BIM ,
and information management.
2. Interview industry experts that have a large amount of experience with BIM as well
as members with little experience.
3. Review results and develop conclusions based on the problems associated with the
exchange of information on projects using BIM

2.3.2 Task 1: Develop a Taxonomy for IE Waste Identification

1. Review literature on the lean theory, BIM execution planning, building information
management, and value stream mapping
2. Develop initial information exchange waste categories based on the seven areas of
manufacturing waste.
3. Apply another literature review process for topics that provide additional value to the
developed information exchange categories (i.e. Intellect waste derived from Six
Sigma approach to total quality management)
4. Identify case studies for testing, validating and evaluating the information exchange
waste process. Case studies should meet the criteria design based on Section 3.2.3.
5. Design data collection procedures for first round of interviews on case studies to test
the validity of the defined IE waste categories including the 8th area intellect waste
defined in Section 4.2.3.
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6. Collect qualitative data on the information exchange waste on Case Study #1 through
observations and the designed semi-structured interview process.
7. Organize the collected data and review recorded interviews for missing details. If any
information exchange waste is unclear, contact the appropriate interview participant.
8. Analyze the IE waste data using the open coding rule set established through the
seven areas of waste. Intellect waste should be organized separately.
9. Validate collected data with the design team responsible for sharing upstream
information and collect value added process information if available.
10. Develop the IE waste taxonomy based on the data analysis results.

2.3.3 Task 2: Validate the IE Waste Taxonomy

1. Review available literature on the construction information exchange process and
conduct expert interviews to evaluate the developed information exchange waste
taxonomy.
2. Collect qualitative data on the information exchange waste on Case Study #2 through
observations and the designed semi-structured interview process.
3. Organize the collected data and review recorded interviews for missing details. If an
information exchange waste is unclear, contact the appropriate interview participant.
4. Analyze the IE waste data using the open coding rule set established through the
seven areas of waste.
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5. Validate the existing IE waste taxonomy as method for identifying the waste that
occurs within the information exchanges on a building project.

2.3.4 Task 3: Measure the Impact of IE Waste at the Project Level

1. Design data collection procedures for the second round of interviews to define the
quantitative impact of the information waste on case studies 1 & 2.
2. Collect quantitative data on the resources used to mitigate the information exchange
waste on the project.

3. Validate that feedback received from project participants (Resources, Unit Rate and
Duration) are adequate values to mitigate the examples of IE Waste.

4. Organize the collected data and review recorded interviews for missing details. If any
quantities are unclear, contact the appropriate interview participant.
5. Analyze the IE waste data using the calculations established in Section 5.2. Intellect
waste should be organized separately since it remains qualitative results.
6. Compare and contrast results based on the impact of each project and case study
criteria.

2.4

Summary

The research method used for this study is a combination of qualitative and quantitative data
collection and analysis. Two case studies are at the heart of data collection for the
development and analysis of IE waste. During the development of the information exchange
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waste taxonomy, grounded theory steps were followed to identify wasteful categories and
develop coding requirements for project data analysis. The information exchange waste was
then evaluated based on project impact through another round of case study interviews
depicting the resources required to mitigate the IE waste. Future chapters show the detailed
development of the IE waste taxonomy, and illustrate the impact of the identified information
exchange waste on two case study projects.
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Chapter 3: Literature Review

A summary of available literature was performed to reveal relevant terms, identify gaps in
previous research, and develop the initial categories of information exchange waste.
Specifically, the challenges associated with the implementation of BIM in the AEC Industry
were documented. Also, previous work was reviewed to determine how the information
exchange process is linked to successful execution of BIM. Finally, concepts were
introduced as a way to identify waste inside an information exchange process. Table 3-1
identifies the purpose of each literature review topic throughout the entire document and how
each relates to the research objectives.
Table 3-1: Purpose of Literature Review Terms

Literature Topic

Section
Introduced

BIM

1.1/3.2

Lean Theory

1.2/3.4

Cost of Interoperability in AEC
BIM Execution Planning

Purpose
Define Research
Gap

Design Research
Method

Develop IE
Taxonomy

3.1
1.2/3.3

Building Information Management

3.4

Value Stream Mapping

3.5

Grounded Theory

1.2

The following literature review contains information in regards to the latest state of
knowledge for the following areas: Cost of Interoperability in the AEC Industry, Benefits and
Challenges of BIM Implementation, the Information Exchange Process including
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Information Delivery Manuals (IDM), the Philosophy of Lean Thinking including the Eighth
Form of Waste: Intellect, and Value Stream Mapping including the potential for
implementation within the research steps outlined in Section 2.3.

3.1 Cost of Interoperability in the AEC Industry
As stated in the introduction, the projected annual cost of inadequate interoperability was
quantified as approximately 15.8 billion dollars for the U.S. AEC Industry in 2002 (Gallihar
et al., 2004). Two-thirds of this cost is attributed to owners and operators due to the long
period of operation and maintenance of a facility. Therefore, approximately 5.3 billion
dollars of waste can be attributed to the design and construction of a facility. It is important
to note that this study performed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) used a counterfactual analysis. A counterfactual analysis compares a hypothetical
scenario to actual activities (Fogel, 1979). In this study, the hypothetical situation used was
based on the concept of a “fluid and seamless” data management system that includes the
transformation of data throughout the lifecycle of a facility. Therefore, the information is
entered only once, and is completely transparent and available to all team members when it is
needed. For the context of this analysis, three general cost categories were used to
characterize inadequate interoperability: avoidance costs, mitigation costs, and delay costs,
which are described below (Gallihar et al., 2004). Additionally, Table 3-2 depicts the total
cost of interoperability for each cost category:
Avoidance Costs – preventative costs aimed to prevent technical interoperable cost before
they occur:
•

Cost of purchasing, maintaining, and training for redundant CAD/CAE systems;
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•

Cost of maintaining redundant paper systems for exchanging information;

•

Outsourcing translation services to third parties;

•

Investments in in-house programs, such as point-to-point translators and neutral file
format translators to address interoperability issues; and

•

Cost of participating in industry activities aimed at improving interoperability.

Mitigation Costs – repair costs of interoperable problems after they occur:
•

Cost of design and construction rework due to interoperability problems,

•

Cost of manually reentering data when electronic data exchange is unavailable or
when errors were made in the exchange, and

•

Cost of verifying information when original sources cannot be accessed.

Delay Costs – cost of time associated with activity delays
•

Idle resources as construction activities are delayed,

•

Profits lost due to delay of revenues (discounts the value of future profits),

•

Losses to customers and consumers due to delay in the availability of products and
services, and

•

Idle resources when a facility is not in normal operation.

Table 3-2: Costs of Inadequate Interoperability by Cost Category (in $Millions)

During the data collection portion of the NIST study, a total of one hundred and five
industry members were surveyed with 21 Architects and Engineers, 11 General Contractors,
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five Specialty Fabricators, and the remainder Owner, Operators, Software Vendors, and
Research Personnel. The survey results were used to determine a cost per square foot of
interoperability for each stakeholder for each of the four phase of the project lifecycle as
defined within the study: 1) Plan and Design Phase, 2) Construction and Commission Phase,
3) Operation and Maintenance Phase, and 4) Decommission Phase. The cost estimate was
quantified by comparing the actual survey results to the hypothetical counterfactual scenario
as described above. The difference between the actual and counterfactual scenario
represented the cost of inadequate interoperability. To determine the total economic loss of
inadequate interoperability per year, the cost per square foot was multiplied by the total
capital facility square footage under construction. Simplified algebraically, the total
inadequate interoperability costs in a single year can be expressed as:

Equation 3-1: Total Cost of Inadequate Interoperability in a Fiscal Year

Cost = ∑ij (DEPij *Qg) + ∑i (Cij *Qg) + ∑i (OMij *Qs) +∑I (Dij *Qd),
Where:
i
= the stakeholder group subscript;
j
= the activity category subscript;
DEPij = annual design, engineering, and planning interoperability cost per square
foot or capacity for stakeholder i for activity j;
Cij
= annual construction interoperability cost per square foot or capacity for
stakeholder i for activity j;
OMij = annual operations and maintenance interoperability cost per square foot or
capacity for stakeholder i for activity j;
Dij
= annual decommissioning interoperability cost per square foot or capacity
for stakeholder i for activity j;
Qg
= total capital facility square footage under construction in a given year;
Qs
= total capital facility existing stock in terms of square footage; and
Qd
= total capital facility
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Another interesting note regarding the study on the cost of interoperability is the
breakdown for general contractors. Table 3-3 is a summary of the cost of interoperability for
general contractors totaling approximately $1.8 billion dollars.
Table 3-3: Costs of Inadequate Interoperability for Contractors (Gallihar et al., 2004).
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In this report, the general contractor is responsible for all construction activities. This
includes construction managers, general contractors and consultants. The majority of the
waste, $1.27 billion, occurred during the construction phase. Not included in this result are
the specialty contractors, which are referred to as specialty fabricators and suppliers by
NIST. The total cost of interoperability for specialty fabricators and suppliers is estimated at
$2.2 billion with approximately $1.76 billion occuring during the construction phase. When
comparing the cost of interoperability to the establishment of revenue developed in 1997, the
cost of interoperability accounts for 0.86% of the total revenue by general contractors, nonresidential building construction [ $1.8 billion (cost of interoperability, 2002) / $209.3 billion
(U.S. Census Bureau, 1997)], and 1.24% for specialty fabricators and suppliers. If compared
to the U.S. Census in 2002 for non-residential building construction, the total revenue
increased to $259 billion, therefore the actual percentage is around 0.70% for general
contractors, non-residential building contruction and 0.95% for specialy fabricators and
suppliers. If we assume this percentage remained consistent with the findings in the initial
NIST study, the cost of waste in 2007, the last year of the industry census, would have been
approximately $2.4 billion.

3.2

BIM Implementation Challenges

The success of BIM has been limited by several challenges within the AEC Industry.
According to the 2007 AISC (American Institute of Steel Construction)-ACCL (American
College of Construction Lawyers) eConstution Roundtable, there are two main constraints
associated with the use of BIM in practice (Hartman and Fischer, 2007): “First, and
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foremost, it seems to be a people problem.” The AEC Industry has yet to adopt the idea of
total project collaboration as well as combining of resources for the benefit of the entire
project team. Secondly, technology is still limiting the success of BIM Implementation;
specifically the lack of interoperability or data exchange between different BIM tools. The
workshop mentioned that BIM analysis tools are being developed rapidly as “stand-alone
applications,” and for the most part are not ready for main stream implementation.
Additionally, the roundtable concludes that the construction firms have been utilizing BIM
applications for a number of years, even without the transfer of models / information from
the design team (Hartman and Fischer, 2007). In this event, the contractors are willing to
remodel the facility because they see the value added in their field operations and
downstream users (Specialty contractors, Owners).

Upon further investigation, there are additional challenges that firms face regarding the
success of BIM in the AEC Industry. Files should be stored in a central location and
templates need to be developed using a common language among the group (Changfeng et
al., 2006). Also, it is important to clearly define the limits of each disciplines responsibility
to eliminate excessive overlap in areas of expertise. As previously stated, communication
between the disciplines is essential to the success of the building project. It is very important
that there is an open line of communication as well as a developed meeting schedule for
improvements (Howell and Batcheler, 2004). However, an open line of communication and
a central file location may not work well with the guidelines set up with American Institute
of Architects (AIA) contractual rights, which could be a pitfall for the entire project. Other
legal issues pertaining to Building Information Modeling are insurance coverage and contract
documentation. Legal issues occur when information supplied for a specific purpose is used
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subsequently for another (Thompson and Miner, 2007). The BIM may be accurate for the
intended purpose, but not for additional analysis. This could result in a change in scope that
was not warranted by the model author. Therefore, the current contract documents will need
to be modified to provide the appropriate BIM deliverables earlier in the project lifecycle.
This will also lead to the revision of the current payment schedule for the various disciplines
involved, which could be considered potential benefit to the industry (Azhar et al., 2008).
Although the implementation of Building Information Modeling includes challenges, the
value of virtual design and construction becomes more visible when the information
exchange process is effectively planned early in a project’s lifecycle.

3.3 BIM Project Execution Planning

There has been an increasing interest in the development of structure implementation plans
for the definition of BIM implementation on a project. In 2008, a research project was
undertaken at Penn State to define a structure procedure to develop a BIM Project Execution
Plan. The foundation of this procedure defined that prior to implementing BIM; the project
team should identify the appropriate tasks that the team would like to perform using BIM.
This analysis of BIM Uses should be focused initially on the outcomes desired by the overall
process. Therefore, the team should start with the Operations phase, and identify the priority
for each of the BIM Uses on the project (High, Medium or Low priority), and then move
through the project phases in reverse order (Operations, Construction, Design and Planning).
This perspective of 'starting with the end in mind' will identify the downstream desired uses
of BIM which should be supported by earlier processes in the lifecycle of the project. The
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research steps used to develop the BIM Project Execution Planning Guide are identified in
Appendix B.
The four steps defined in the BIM Project Execution Plan include (CIC, 2009):
1) Identify BIM Goals and Uses;
2) Design the BIM Project Execution Process;
3) Develop Information Exchanges; and
4) Define Supporting Infrastructure for BIM Implementation
Each step is shown in Figure 3-1 and described in more detail through the following sections.

.
Figure 3-1: BIM Project Execution Planning Procedure
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3.2.1 Identify BIM Goals and Uses
The first step in developing a BIM Execution Plan is to identify the appropriate BIM
goals based on project and team specific characteristics. A current challenge and
opportunity faced by the early project planning team is to identify the most appropriate
uses for Building Information Modeling on a project given the project characteristics,
participants’ goals and capabilities, and the desired risk allocations (NIBS, 2007). Figure
3-2 depicts a list of potential BIM Uses per phase of a building’s development. As
shown in this figure, BIM Uses are developed and utilized in various building phases.

Figure 3-2: BIM Uses throughout a Project Lifecycle (CIC, 2009)

The project team should identify the appropriate tasks that the team would like to perform
using BIM. This analysis of BIM Uses should focus initially on the outcomes desired by
the overall process. Therefore, the team should begin with the Operations phase, and
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identify the priority for each of the BIM uses on the project (High, Medium or Low
priority), and then move through the preceding project phases (Construction, Design and
Planning). This perspective of 'starting with the end in mind' will identify the
downstream desired uses of BIM. Therefore, it is extremely important that the decisions
required that define the scope of BIM implementation on the project be made early in
project lifecycle.

3.2.2 Design the BIM Project Execution Process
The second step in developing a BIM Execution Plan is to develop a project specific
process model. The BIM Project Execution Planning Guide defines a process mapping
procedure where the team develops project specific process maps. These process maps
aim to specifically identify key information exchanges within the project workflow along
with the parties who will be involved in the exchange. The process planning concept
advocates to assist the owners and different project stakeholders in making the
implementation decisions early on, and to assist in a smooth transition between various
parties involved during various phases.

3.2.3 Develop Information Exchanges
Once the appropriate process maps have been developed, the information exchanges
which occur between the project participants should be clearly identified. It is important
for the team members, and in particular the author and receiver to clearly understand the
information content for each transaction. Every element of a project does not need to be
included for a model to be valuable. Therefore, it is important to only define the model
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components that are necessary to implement each BIM Use. Figure 3-3 shows the
concept of information flow through a BIM implementation process.

INFORMATION
INFORMATION

EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE

Figure 3-3: Pulling the Information through the Project (CIC, 2009)

This figure that was derived from the Level 1 process map described in Step 2 of the BIM
planning procedure. Note that downstream BIM Uses are directly affected by what is
produced by the upstream Use. From a pull driven perspective, if the model information
that is required to implement a particular BIM Use is not authored by an upstream team
member, then the information needed must be created by the responsible party of that
Use. Therefore, it is up to the project team to decide who should be authoring this
information and when this information needs to be placed into the BIM. For simplistic
purposes, it is only necessary that the team define one information exchange requirement
for each BIM Use; although, there may be several exchanges that take place.
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3.2.4 Define Supporting Infrastructure for BIM Implementation
The fourth and final step of BIM Execution Planning is for the project team to create the
written execution plan using the information provided in steps one and two. In order to
aid early project participants, the project team must address all pertinent information to
developing and implementing a BIM Execution Plan. The categories required for a BIM
Execution Plan were developed by the CIC Research Group through referencing current
BIM implementation documents. These documents include the AIA BIM Protocol
Exhibit, the Autodesk Communication Specifications, the AGC Consensus Docs BIM
Addendum and the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) BIM Roadmap.
Each of these documents attempts to define the processes, standards and/or contract
language necessary to execute BIM on a project, while each document focuses on
different key aspects of BIM implementation. The following is a list of categories that
should be identified in the written BIM Execution Plan:
•

Project Goals / BIM Objectives

•

BIM Process Design

•

Information Exchange Process

•

Project Reference Information

•

Delivery Strategy / Contract

•

BIM Scope Definitions

•

Organizational Roles and

•

Communication Procedures

•

Technology Infrastructure

•

Model Quality Control Procedures
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Although this is a substantial procedure, it is important that team members work
together to further develop requirements that arise after each projects completion. Also,
the planning decisions should be made early on in a project lifecycle. In the event that
the information or resources are not available, effort should be made to revisit the subject
matter when the resource can be tapped. Therefore, a BIM Project Execution Plan
should be a continuously developing set of rules based on lessons learned from previous
successful or unsuccessful attempts of Building Information Modeling implementation.

3.3

Building Information Management

An important aspect to the success of a building project is the planning of information
exchanged between project team members. Because the AEC Industry is project centered,
and several companies work collaboratively towards the design and construction of a facility,
the availability and accuracy of information can become constrained. Building Information
Modeling has the potential to improve efficiency in the AEC Industry; however, if the
information exchange process is not planned early in the project lifecycle, the benefits of
using the authored data may be mitigated by process waste. From a company perspective,
the objective of information management is to ensure that valuable information is acquired
and exploited to its fullest extent (Willpower, 2005).

In general, information exchange waste can be considered to include the additional
activities and any inactivity that arise as a consequence of not providing the information for
immediate consumer access to an adequate amount of appropriate, accurate and up-to-date
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information. This concept is again analogous to the principles of lean thinking in a
manufacturing context and is depicted in Figure 3-4. Value is in the eyes of the customer,
therefore the received information is only valuable if the downstream customer can use the
data. In a production / manufacturing system, this concept is easily understood because
goods are mainly produced inside one company. Since the AEC Industry is project centric,
information is handed from company to company without completely understanding the end
use. Therefore, the design of a project specific information management system is a key to
successful interoperability.

Figure 3-4: The value-flow model as applied to information management (Hicks, 2007)
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3.3.1 Information Delivery Manuals
One of the largest challenges of implementing Building Information Modeling on a
project is the transfer of information between disciplines (buidlingSMART Norway,
2009). To improve the effectiveness of BIM, information required by a discipline should
be both accessible and usable when needed. This is the goal of the Information Delivery
Manuals (IDMs) being produced by the buildingSMART International Alliance for
Interoperability (IAI). Figure 3-5 depicts the various component parts of the IDM and
how they relate to each other. The components of an Information Delivery Manual are:
•

Process maps that describe the evolution of information for key topics throughout the
project lifecycle.

•

Each process map identifies the requirements for information exchange and the roles
within the project from which the information is received or to which it is provided.

•

Each requirement for information exchange is described individually in the IDM.

•

Each description is in two parts, the first targeted at the BIM user and the second at
the BIM solution provider.

•

For the BIM user, information is described in non-technical terms that do not need
knowledge of the IFC schema.

•

For BIM solution providers, descriptions break down the IFC schema into reusable
"functional parts" (commonly occurring sets of data that may be used by any number
of processes)
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According to the IAI, an IDM will specify:
•

Where a process fits and why it is relevant

•

Who are the actors creating, consuming, and benefitting from the information

•

What is the information created and consumed

•

How the information should be supported by software solutions

.
Figure 3-5: IDM technical architecture (Wix 2007)

Although the concept of the IDMs will greatly benefit BIM software developers and
ultimately project team members, it is difficult to standardize the information exchange
process for unique project implementation processes at the project level. Each project
team member uses different means and methods when implementing BIM. The goal of
the BIM Project Execution Plan is for the information exchange process to be tailored to
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fit each project team member’s needs and capabilities. Therefore, the development of the
information exchange process should focus on the value stream associated with the
transfer of models.

3.4

Value Stream Mapping

Lean theory defines value stream mapping as “the identification of all specific activities
occurring along a value stream for a product or product family.” (Womack and Jones, 1996)
For the purpose of information management, the value stream can be considered to represent
the series of processes and activities that ultimately result in the presentation of the
information to the information consumer. This includes the capture, representation,
exchange, organization, retrieval and visualization of information. When evaluating waste, it
is important that the sequence of processes is well integrated and where possible events or
activities are automated in their operation. Furthermore, it is important that all information
consumers understand the different value propositions and also what can be thought of as the
direct and indirect value to the organization. Where direct value may benefit the particular
consumer, indirect value may benefit another department or consumer group. . Techniques
such as information flow mapping (Lian and Van Landeghem , 2002) are another method for
identifying and understanding information flow (value streams) and are widely used to
standardize a company’s internal information processes.
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3.5

Previous Related Research Limitations

After reviewing the counterfactual analysis study performed by NIST, it is clear that the
industry is in need of more efficient practices. The “Cost Analysis of Inadequate
Interoperability” study gives several suggestions for areas of improvement; however the
results are labeled “stakeholders’ views” and are not backed up by quantitative reasoning.
Also, the hypothetical scenario for the counterfactual analysis was “fluid and seamless”
meaning that all stakeholders were essentially combined to form one organization, in which
all information was completely transparent and readily available, when needed. Although the
“fluid and seamless” approach is more appropriate to the manufacturing industry; the
building industry is project centric and uses new means and methods on each facility.
Therefore, it is important to note the IE waste that cannot be eliminated when using
counterfactual analysis as a means of measurement.

Another limitation of research pertains to the implementation of Business Process
Mapping Notation (BPMN) to design the BIM implementation plan (Step 2 of the BIM
Project Execution Planning Guide. By mapping the detailed process, key information
exchanges can be identified, and a method for documenting and planning these information
exchanges is presented (Saluja, 2009). According to Saluja, a limitation of this research is
that additional case study applications must be completed to validate the BIM Process
Mapping Procedure. A comparison of current BIM implementation practices can also be
made for these case studies to see the benefits of BIM Project Mapping Procedure. Data
collection can also be done for different sizes of the projects and with different experience
levels of the companies in BIM to see how that affects the BIM Implementation Plan. This
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task will focus on implementing a process mapping technique to document the actual
exchanges that took place on the case study projects. This objective will assist to validate the
process mapping procedure described in this section.

3.6

Literature Summary

The Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC) Industry is currently seeking to
improve process efficiency. According to a study performed by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2004, the total cost of interoperability accounts for
approximately 0.70% of the total revenue by general contracors and 0.95% for specialty
fabricators and suppliers. These figures are quite staggering and have led to many studies on
the effectiveness of Building Information Modeling increasing process efficiency. However,
these studies are mostly qualitative, and provide little evidence of the total value of BIM.
There are still many challenges that firms face regarding the success of BIM in the AEC
Industry. One of the largest challenges of implementing BIM on a project is the transfer of
information between disciplines.

In an ideal situation, information required should be both accessible and usable when
needed. This is the goal of lean thinking, which aims to improve process speed and reduce
cost by eliminating waste. Because the AEC Industry is not seamless, the rules with lean
must be slightly modified to fit within the building project system. This research has yet to
be undertaken. Also, there is a gap in regards to how to assess the value of early planning for
Building Information Exchanges on a facility project. Surprisingly, the concept of intellect
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waste has yet to be examined, which will fit nicely into the evaluation of the information
exchange process on building projects. Value stream mapping has proven as an effective
means for identifying waste, and will be utilized during the data collection portion of this
research.
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Chapter 4: Identifying IE Waste through the Construction Phase

This chapter answers the research question: “How can project team members qualitatively
identify the information exchange waste that occurs from design to construction on a
construction project?” Specifically, the chapter details the procedure used to develop and
validate a taxonomy for identifying and classifying information exchange (IE) waste on a
construction project. The chapter begins with a review of key concepts and how they were
integrated into the categories of waste. Next, the steps used to develop and test the IE waste
taxonomy are publicized. The chapter concludes with detailed descriptions of the eight
areas of information exchange waste and results from case study implementation of the
taxonomy.

4.1

Introduction

During the development of the information exchange waste taxonomy, grounded theory steps
were followed to identify wasteful categories and develop coding requirements for project
data analysis. Next, the information exchange waste data was collected on Case Study #1
and the IE waste categories were reevaluated. Finally, Case Study #2 was analyzed to
validate the information exchange categories, and identify additional examples of IE waste
for the taxonomy. Once the waste was identified, another round of case study interviews
was conducted, depicting the resources required to mitigate the IE waste. The quantification
of the identified IE waste is detailed in chapter 5.
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4.2

Identifying the Information Exchange Waste Categories

Information exchange is the process of sharing data collected by various stakeholders to
achieve project goals throughout the lifecycle of a facility. One of the largest challenges of
implementing Building Information Modeling on a project is the transfer of information
between disciplines (buidlingSMART Norway, 2009). To improve the effectiveness of BIM,
information required should be both accessible and usable when needed. Since the AEC
Industry is project centric, building information is passed between companies from design to
construction. Without adequate planning, the informational requirements to perform
construction tasks cannot be conveyed to the design team, and a portion of the information
received is wasteful to the end user. The waste associated with the lack of planning can be
identified through the adaption of lean theory into information exchange waste categories.

4.2.1 Lean Theory – Defining areas of waste
Lean is a thought process that considers the expenditure of resources for any goal other
than the creation of value for the end customer to be wasteful, and thus a target for
elimination. Developed by Toyota Production System, the goal of lean thinking is to get
the right products or information to the right place at the right time in the right quantity to
achieve optimum work flow. Although developed for manufacturing, lean have been
applied successful across many disciplines including construction. Lean practices have
been used successfully to monitor and increase construction product workflow using the
Just-in-Time (JIT) delivery method, which is synonymous to lean thinking (Ballard and
Howell, 1998). However, this research is the first time that lean theory has been applied
to construction information flow.
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“Muda” is a traditional Japanese term for a wasteful activity, or an activity that is not
producing any value. According to Taiichi Ohno, the mastermind of the Toyota
Production System, it is essential to identify which steps add value and which do not
(Ohno, 1988). By classifying manufacturing activities into value and waste it is then
possible to develop procedures for improving the former by eliminating the later.
Through the implementation of lean theory, Ohno noticed that the wasteful activities fell
into seven categories of waste: Overproduction, Inventory, Extra Processing Steps,
Motion, Defects, Waiting, and Transportation. Table 4-1 is a summary of the seven types
of waste along with a definition that pertains to production systems in a manufacturing
environment. The next step is to adapt these areas of waste for the information exchange
process.
Table 4-1: Seven Types of Manufacturing Waste (Ohno, 1988)

Production System Waste

Definition

1. Overproduction

To produce sooner, faster or in greater quantities than
the absolute customer demand

2. Inventory

Any raw material, work in progress (WIP) or finished
goods which are not having value added to them

3. Extra Processing Steps

Processing beyond the standard required by the
customer

4. Motion

Individuals move more than is necessary for the
process to be completed

5. Defects

A component which the customer would deem
unacceptable to pass the quality standard

6. Waiting

People or parts that wait for a work cycle to be
completed
Unnecessary movement of parts between processes

7. Transportation
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4.2.2 Defining Information Exchange Waste
Prior to case study interviews, categories of information exchange waste were developed
from manufacturing waste concepts described in the previous section. Table 4-2 is the
first attempt at translating seven types of waste into information exchange definitions.
This initial breakdown of IE waste was developed through literature review and expert
interviews as defined in the research methods section. For example, according to lean
principles, overproduction means to produce sooner, faster or in greater quantities than
the absolute customer demand. When applied to information exchange overproduction
occurs when the author includes additional information that is not needed for any
downstream users. This leads to end users having to: 1) delete unnecessary component
information; 2) group and sort elements; and/or 3) manipulate large files.
Table 4-2: Seven Types of Waste initially adapted for the IE Process

Production System Waste

Information Exchange Translation

1. Overproduction

More information than required by BIM users
Revisions to Model after release

2. Inventory

Early delivery of information
Push instead of Pull – take what is given approach

3. Extra Processing
Steps

Producing more detail than required by users

4. Motion

More file transfers than necessary
Not placing the model in a common location

5. Defects

Model inaccuracy / Incorrect information

6. Waiting

Late delivery of information

7. Transportation

Inoperable hand-off of information - file type &
version
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4.2.3 Intellect Waste – The Eighth Type of IE Waste
According to grounded theory research, once the categories for data organization are
developed, and additional review of ongoing studies should be completed to confirm the
compiled categories. Therefore, another literature review was performed for additional
material. During the review of other areas of waste in relation to lean theory, the topic of
intellect waste was discovered. Intellect waste refers to missed opportunities pertaining
to thinking power and the knowledge base of human resources within a company
(Jugulum and Samuel, 2008). Some examples include: failure to stimulate and capture
ideas, not listening to team member suggestions, and poor communication. The idea of
intellect waste was not developed by the Toyota Production System; however, this
initiative was derived from the combination of lean and six sigma principles (Dahlgaard
and Dahlgaard-Park, 2006).

Six Sigma was originally develop as a statistical approach to define, measure,
analyze, improve, and control (DMAIC) the manufacturing process (Harry, 1998). The
theory behind Six Sigma is to virtually eliminate product defects in which 3.4 or fewer
defects per million is acceptable. For a long time, lean and six sigma approaches were
regarded as competing initiatives. However, a combination of the two theories has lead
to substantial performance measures for organizational manufacturing processes
including the concept of intellect waste. The approach behind intellect waste fits well
within the measuring tools established for this study and adds value to the established IE
waste categories. Although, intellect waste is difficult to calculate, it will be added as a
subset of the IE waste taxonomy. Qualitative measurements of intellect waste are
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evaluated along with the original seven, however quantitative measurement are not part
of this study.

4.3

Identifying the Information Exchange Waste on Case Study #1

After the compilation of the eight areas of information exchange waste, Case Study #1 was
utilized to develop qualitative measurement of IE waste for taxonomy development.
Initially, the construction manager was perceived as the end user for this study. After the
initial interview, it was determined that the majority of the information exchange waste
resided with the specialty contractors since they were responsible for product installation and
required the most reliable data from the design team. Therefore, specialty contractors were
used primarily for development and testing of the IE waste taxonomy. Construction manager
input was still used from an information manipulation perspective and documented
accordingly.

4.3.1 Case Study #1 Description
The Pennsylvania State University is currently constructing the Millennium Science
Complex (MSC), a large laboratory science facility to house life science research
including a state of the art quiet lab. When the project was in the schematic design phase,
the owner and design team decided to implement BIM. The architect, structural engineer
and MEP engineer were contracted to develop three dimensional models in which to
coordinate the design prior to construction. Using a CM Agency delivery method, the
contractor was brought onboard during design development with intensions to provide
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early constructability input. During the construction phase, the construction project team
decided to use the design team’s model for 3D coordination and 4D planning (a 3D
model with a time-based simulation). Additionally, the MEP specialty contractors were
to develop models independent of the design for detailed coordination. The BIM process
is shown in Figure 4-1 from a high level perspective based on step two of the BIM
planning guide.

Figure 4-1: Overview BIM Map of Case Study #1

In terms of the information exchange process, the design team produced an element
structure breakdown of the components in the model including: structural, mechanical
equipment, exterior façade, interior walls, and ceilings. The level of detail was
determined by the design team, and was delivered to the contractor as an Autodesk Revit
model via an ftp site. Design model updates were shared whenever a large bulletin or
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change request was released. The construction coordination process was performed
through the use of detailed models developed by the specialty contractors including:
steel, precast, concrete, HVAC, electrical, plumbing and fire protection. The design team
model was shared, but it included only the penthouse coordination for the MEP trades.
Therefore, the MEP specialty contractors were required to model the majority of the
components based on 2D documents.

Case study #1 was utilized for the development and testing of the IE Waste
taxonomy. A total of six different companies were interviewed including the:
construction manager (CM), HVAC contractor, plumbing contractor, electrical
contractor, architect, and MEP engineer. Initially, a project manager and BIM manager
from the construction manager organization were interviewed for an overview of the BIM
process and information exchange waste that they encountered on the project to date.
Then, the MEP subcontractors were interviewed related to their involvement in the BIM
process; and to provide specific examples of IE project waste generated through the
seven original categories of waste presented in Figure 4-2 along with the eighth category
of intellect waste. Finally, the design team (architect and MEP engineer) were
interviewed to confirm the collected information and provide input on any value provided
from the wasteful processes in the design phase.

4.3.2 Initial IE Waste Collection Results – Construction Manager

During the initial step of data collection, the construction manager on Case Study #1 was
the focus of the wasteful information exchanged from the design team. Specifically, the
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researcher used the CM to gain knowledge of the project, how BIM was being used, and
initial IE waste examples. The results of the actual waste which occurred through the
transformation of information from the design team and construction manager on the case
study are shown in Table 4-3. These results are the product of meeting observations and
interviews of project team members. After the collection, the data was organized and
classified based on the predetermined IE waste categories.

Table 4-3: Description of IE Waste on Case Study #1 (Construction Manager)

Production System Waste

Example of IE Waste

1. Overproduction

Furniture and Electrical Outlets were modeled
Building not broken into areas

2. Inventory

Push rather than Pull – use what was provided
Several ceilings were not drawn

3. Extra Processing Steps

Additional detail in lab rooms for space studies

4. Motion

N/A - Files were made available in a central location

5. Defects

Wall type was not confirmed
All walls were modeled to under-slab

6. Waiting

Information for 4D Model should have been
delivered earlier

7. Transportation

Revit –Navisworks; Revit–Synchro

One example of overproduction occurred on the project because the design team
modeled the furniture and electrical outlets. Although, these items may be considered
valuable for a downstream use of BIM, this led to the construction team having to delete
all furniture and electrical outlets because they were not needed during the coordination
process. Also, the floors in the model were not divided for planning procedures. The
contractor spent time and resources reorganizing the design team model in quadrants
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based on control joints, which simplified the coordination process. If this simplification
was not done, the file size would have slowed down meeting productivity because of
sluggish model manipulation. According to the project manager responsible for BIM on
the construction team the “most difficult task was breaking up the model into quadrants.”
Specifically, the BIM coordinator explained: “Any time the design team revised their
model and turned it over to us, the model needed to be broken up – and it was very time
consuming.” It was important during the interview process to get to the root cause of
why the waste occurred to help specify how these examples can be identified on future
cases. The information provided by the construction manager assisted in the validation of
the information exchange waste identification process, and confirmed a need for the AEC
Industry to identify the IE waste on construction projects.

4.3.3 IE Waste Collection Results – MEP Specialty Contractors
Although the construction manager provided valuable feedback to validate the
comprehensiveness of the IE waste taxonomy, the majority of the data was provided by
the specialty contractors. The specialty contractors are the end-users of the construction
phase, in which they are the last to utilize the design information prior to project
completion. During the data collection of Case Study #1, three specialty contractors were
interviewed: HVAC, electrical and plumbing. The qualitative results of the information
exchange waste for all three MEP contractors are provided in Appendix D. For simplistic
purposes, this section details the results of the plumbing contractor. Table 4-4 shows the
qualitative waste identified for the plumbing contractor. These results are the product of
coordination meeting observations and interviews with both the project manager and
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superintendent. After collection of the data, the results were organized and classified
based on the predetermined IE waste categories.

Table 4-4: Description of IE Waste on Case Study #1 (Plumbing Contractor)

Production System Waste

Examples of IE Waste

1. Overproduction

N/A

2. Inventory

Modeled 2D MEP documents for coordination

3. Extra Processing Steps

Designed hot water recirculation system

4. Motion

Design models not available until ASI was issued

5. Defects

Increased volume of change orders

6. Waiting

Started coordination process using 60% drawings

7. Transportation

Material and cost information difficult to interpret
from 3D model from Consultant

According to the plumbing contractor, inventory waste was created when they hired a
3rd party consultant to convert the 2D MEP documents into 3D for coordination purposes.
This example of waste also carried over into transportation when the information
provided by the 3rd party consultant was difficult to interpret for field use; therefore an
additional foreman was hired to review the documents and clarify the information for
fabrication and installation purposes. Additionally, Case Study #1 had an abnormally
large amount of changes due to ambiguous construction documents. This led to an
increased amount of change orders, and accounted for the project manager focusing a
large amount of time on updating information for field fabrication and installation.
Finally, the largest cause of IE waste stemmed from the owner delaying design decisions,
which resulted in the reseqencing and recoordination of specialty contract work. This
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happened in several large areas on the project including the large clean room. After
speaking with the owner on the project, it was determined that the majority of late
changes occurred due to additional funding that was provided throughout the project
which was leveraged to increase the overall quality.

Intellect waste was investigated during the initial interview process. Through
questioning of the specialty contractors, it was determined that there were a couple
example of missed opportunities due to lack of information available from the design
phase. Precisely, the contractor and specialty contractors on Case Study #1 identified
prefabrication and virtual layout of hangars as intellect information exchange waste. All
three specialty contractors stressed the value of prefabrication as an advantage of using
BIM on a project. However, due to late changes and ambiguous information, the
specialty contractors did not prefabricate as much as originally planned. Additionally,
the HVAC contractor planned on using the coordinated model for virtual layout and
preinstallation of duct and pipe hangars. According to the project manager onsite,
approximately 75% of the preinstalled hangars were not used due to late changes in the
design. The missed opportunities identified on the project led to a large amount of
information exchange waste that is discussed in further detail in Chapter 5.

4.3.4 Reevaluating the Information Exchange Waste Categories
After the collection and classification of the information exchange waste on Case Study
#1, the categories of waste were reevaluated for comprehensiveness. Current literature
was reviewed for value added information to the developed areas of waste. Also, the
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defined categories of waste (overproduction, inventory, extra processing steps, motion,
defects, waiting and transportation) were validated through interviews with experts in the
AEC industry. Specifically, industry experts were given the defined areas of waste, and
asked to translate them on their projects. Through this process, the information exchange
waste taxonomy was outlined, and the process to standardize the identification of the IE
waste on projects was set in motion.

4.4

IE Waste Taxonomy

The information exchange waste identification process has evolved through grounded theory
rigor in which the initial categories were developed and tested through case study
implementation. The defined IE waste categories went through an additional round of tests
to determine the industry acceptance, and to confirm whether the examples from Case Study
#1 were placed in the appropriate category. Table 4-5 shows the information exchange
taxonomy. Included in the taxonomy is a description of each category of waste as it pertains
to the information exchange process. Next, the cost of waste is defined in which project
teams can use this information to identify the amount of IE waste that occurs. Finally,
examples of each area of waste are provided. The examples were derived from the results
from Case Study #1 and #2. Each area of IE waste is specifically defined in the following
section to assist in the classification of specific project waste. It is important to classify the
areas of waste to determine where the most value can be gained on future projects.
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Table 4-5: Information Exchange Waste Taxonomy
Lean Waste
IE Waste Description
Category
Overproduction (O)
More information than required by users
Early delivery of information

Cost of IE Waste

Example of IE Waste
in Construction

Resources necessary to overcome
excessive or early information

Furniture, millwork and electrical
details in deign model were removed
prior to coordination (Case Study #1)

Activities required to produce
information requested
(Waiting if not able to produce)

Designed condensate pump would not
fit, contractor requests alternate, but
none was provided. (Case Study #2)

Information that is under-designed or underengineered

Tasks necessary to overcome
unfinished processing of data

Entire hot water recirculation system
was redesigned by contractor (Case
Study #1)

More file transfers than necessary
Not placing the model in a common location

Activities associated with excessive
file transfers and information not
shared (Waiting if not complete)

MEP Design model update was
complete but not shared until a new
bulletin was issued (Case Study #2)

Incorrect / unclear information

Resources necessary to correct or
verify information and unnecessary
activities that result from its use

Notes were missing in an autoclave
room adding a ceiling
(Case Study #1)

Late delivery of time sensitive information

Activities that are required to resequence tasks to allow for work to
flow

Reclassification of Clean Room, from
standard to during coordination (Case
Study #1)

Inoperable hand-off of information
Improper sequence of information exchange

Steps taken to convert information
into usable format

Revised coordination sequence due to
riser coordination (Case Study #2)

Inventory (I)
Information that is requested, but never received
Push instead of Pull – take what is given approach
Extra Processing Steps (E)

Motion (M)
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Defects (D)

Waiting (W)

Transportation (T)

4.4.1 Defining the Seven Areas of IE Waste
During the development of the IE waste taxonomy, definitions of the seven areas of IE
waste were developed based the extension and modification of the original waste that was
validated through user feedback. These descriptions were used during the testing of the
IE taxonomy, in such the definitions were read to the interviewees during data collection
to probe for examples of waste on the case study projects.
Overproduction (O):
The act of producing too much information, that is too detailed or providing
information too quickly for the end-user to perform intended tasks when planned.
Inventory (I):
The act of excluding information that is requested by an end-user. This waste occurs
when an upstream information author does not take the needs of the end-user into
consideration, and only produces what is thought to be essential.
Extra Processing Steps (E):
The act of discontinuing the process of requested information shy of upstream-user
completion in which to neglect end-user information competencies
Motion (M):
The act of transferring excess information or withholding completed information
from the end-user.
Defects (D):
The act of delivering incorrect or ambiguous information to the end-user that limits
one’s ability to perform intended tasks.
Waiting (W):
The act of transferring requested information at a later time than is required by an end
user to perform intended tasks when planned
Transportation (T):
The act of delivering unsuitable information for end-user needs including the
appropriate data structure and/or sequencing of work required to perform intended
tasks when planned
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4.4.2 Defining Intellect IE Waste
5

As previously defined by the combination of six sigma and lean theory, intellectual waste
refers to missed opportunities pertaining to thinking power and the knowledge base of
human resources within an organization. When applied to information exchange at the
project level, intellectual waste is defined as missed opportunities stemming from a lack
of information provided by upstream project team members. Intellectual waste occurs
when end-users are not able to perform innovative tasks due to the availability or
sequence of information supplied from upstream team members. It is difficult to assess
the actual cost of intellectual waste; however qualitative results are provided in Appendix
E and discussed further in Chapter 5.

6

4.5

Validating the IE Waste Taxonomy

The categories of IE waste were validated through expert interviews and the implementation
of Case Study #1. A second case was introduced to validate the IE waste taxonomy. During
the validation of the taxonomy, the descriptions of the IE waste previously developed were
used to identify IE waste on Case Study #2. Similar to Case Study #1, the MEP contractors
were used primarily for data collection. The construction manager input was utilized to
document the BIM implementation and gain project knowledge.

4.5.1 Case Study #2 Description
The Hershey Medical Center (HMC) is currently building a 250,000 square foot, state of
the art children’s hospital. When the project was in the schematic design phase, the
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owner and design team decided to implement BIM. The architect, structural engineer and
MEP engineer were contracted to develop three dimensional models in which to
coordinate the design prior to construction. Using a CM @ Risk delivery method, the
contractor was brought onboard during design development with intensions to provide
early constructability input. During the construction phase, the construction project team
decided to use the design team’s model for 3D coordination and 4D planning (a 3D
model with a time-based simulation). Additionally, the MEP contractors were to develop
models independent of the design for detailed coordination. Although the BIM process is
fairly in-depth, little planning was done in regards to the information exchange process
for the project.

When deciding on what items to model, the level of detail was determined by the
owner and design team, and was delivered to the contractor as an Autodesk Revit model
via an ftp site. Design model updates were shared regularly. The construction
coordination process was performed through the use of detailed models developed by the
specialty contractors including: steel, precast, concrete, HVAC, electrical, plumbing and
fire protection. The design team model was shared and included main routes of duct,
plumbing and electrical work. However, the MEP contractors were still required to
model the majority of the components based on 2D documents.

Case Study #2 was used for the validation of the IE Waste taxonomy. A total of five
different companies were interviewed including the: construction manager (CM),
HVAC/plumbing contractor, electrical contractor, architect, and MEP engineer. Initially,
a project manager and BIM manager from the construction manager organization were
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interviewed for an overview of the BIM process and information exchange waste that
they encountered on the project to date. Then, the MEP contractors were interviewed for
their involvement of the BIM process; and to provide specific examples of IE project
waste generated through the eight original categories including intellect waste. Finally,
the design team (architect and MEP engineer) were interviewed to confirm the collected
information and provide input on any value received from the wasteful processes
identified by the specialty contractors in the design phase. The data was then organized
and categorized based on the relevant IE waste.

4.5.2 IE Waste Collection Results – MEP Specialty Contractors
Although the construction manager provided valuable feedback to validate the
comprehensiveness of the IE waste taxonomy, the majority of the data was provided by
the specialty subcontractors. The specialty subcontractors are the end-users of the
construction phase, in which they are the last to utilize the design information prior to
project completion. During the data collection of Case Study #2, two specialty
subcontractors were interviewed: HVAC/Plumbing and electrical. For simplistic
purposes, this section details the results of the HVAC/plumbing contractor, which can be
found in Table 4-6 shows. These results are the product of coordination meeting
observations and interviews with both the project manager and superintendent. After
collection of the data, the results were organized and classified based on the
predetermined IE waste categories.
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Table 4-6: Description of IE Waste on Case Study #2 (HVAC / Plumbing Contractor)

Production System Waste

Project IE Waste Description

1. Overproduction

Over detailed coordination of equipment access
space
Designed condensate pump did not fit – no
alternatives were given

2. Inventory
3. Extra Processing Steps

Additional design of HVAC system required

4. Motion

N/A – Digital Exchange Server

5. Defects

Underground plumbing model was received 85%
complete
End-user fit out for 5th floor
AHUs purchase by CM – changed components late

6. Waiting
7. Transportation

Revised coordination sequence during the process
due to riser coordination
Redraw steel on a few floors due to file exchange
errors

According to the HVAC/plumbing contractor, overproduction occurred when the
contractor specified that all access to major equipment be modeled and coordinated.
Although this provided additional value to the facility manager, it caused an extension of
the HVAC/plumbing coordination since their work was required to be rerouted around
this space. Another example of IE waste was the late change of the air handling units
(AHU’s). The AHU’s were purchased by the construction manager, and were changed
from the design intent late in the coordination process and just prior to field installation.
This caused the specialty contractors to resequence their work and delayed the overall
coordination process. Finally, the largest cause of IE waste stemmed from the revised
coordination sequence by the construction manager. Figure 4-2 shows both the original
and revised coordination schedule. After speaking with the CM, the coordination
sequence was revised to coordinate the main risers leading to the penthouse first due to
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the sizing of slab penetrations that were needed by the steel fabricators. Upon completion
of the center floors 1-5, the outside area would be coordinated one floor at a time.
However, the specialty contractors struggled to coordinate the MEP systems that tie into
the center portion of the building causing substantially more resources than expected.
The estimated cost associated with the identified information exchange waste is
calculated in Chapter 5.

Original Coordination Sequence

6

1
5
3

2

4

Revised Coordination Sequence

Figure 4-2: Revised Coordination Sequence on Case Study #2
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Intellect waste was also investigated during the interview process. Through
questioning of the specialty contractors, it was determined that there were a few example
of missed opportunities due to lack of information available from upstream team
members. Similar to Case Study #1, the contractor and specialty contractors on Case
Study #2 identified prefabrication and virtual layout of hangars as intellect information
exchange waste. Both MEP contractors stressed the value of prefabrication as an
advantage of using BIM on a project. However, due to ambiguous information and
reseqencing of coordination, the specialty contractors did not prefabricate as much as
originally planned. Additionally, the HVAC/plumbing contractor planned on using the
coordinated model for virtual layout and preinstallation of all duct and pipe hangars.
According to the project manager onsite, approximately 30% of the preinstalled hangars
were not used. The missed opportunities identified on the project led to a large amount
of information exchange waste which is discussed in further detail in Chapter 5.

4.6

Comparative Case Study Results

Review Appendix E for the comprehensive qualitative results of the information
exchange waste identified on both case study projects. When starting the case study process,
it was apparent that both projects were similar in nature: owner, type, size, location, and
BIM implementation. Prior to collecting data on both case study projects, the researcher
attended weekly coordination meetings in which the BIM models were used to increase the
opportunity for prefabrication and field productivity. However, the coordination process
took a lot longer than planned on both projects. Figure 4-3 depicts a timeline for each case
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study showing the planned and actual coordination timeline. The original coordination
process for Case Study #1 was slated at 12 month, which ended up taking 18 months for an
increase of 50% of the overall duration. Case Study #2 had an original duration of seven
months, which ended up taking 13 months for an increase of roughly 85% of the overall
duration. Also shown in Figure 4-3 is the MEP buy-out in comparison to the start of the
coordination process. Both projects decided to purchase the MEP contractor within a couple
months of coordination, which was noted as a challenge for information exchange from every
specialty contractor interviewed. Finally, it should be noted that the final case study
interviews were conducted during the end of the coordination process, which was determined
the best time by both the researcher and project participants.

Figure 4-3: Comparison Coordination and Research Interview Schedule

The major difference was the project organizational structure in which Case Study #1
was a CM agency hybrid, in which the CM held the electrical subcontract, and Case Study #2
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was a CM at risk, and the construction manager held all subcontract agreements. An early
observation of the qualitative data suggests that the largest area of IE waste on Case Study #1
resulted in the waiting category in which the subcontractors were forced to resequence work
due to late owner decisions/changes. On Case Study #2, the largest area of waste seemed to
stem from the change in coordination sequence performed by the construction manager,
which accounted for transportation waste. Also, the specialty contractor encountered
additional waste due to the late revision to the project AHU’s performed by the construction
manager. In summary, Case Study #1 seemed to have the majority of the waste linked to
owner decisions whereas Case Study #2 waste seemed to be linked to CM decisions.

When reviewing the gathered intellect waste on the case study projects, it was interesting
to see that both projects stressed the importance of prefabrication and virtual layout. These
were two goals the specialty contractors seemed to have going into the project that were not
met through the implementation of BIM. Each project identified a difference reason for not
meeting these goals. Case Study #1 identified ambiguous information and late owner
changes for their inability to meet their technological goals. Case Study #2 identified a large
learning curve and the change of coordination sequence as the main reasons for not being
able to prefabricate and virtually layout the amount of work originally planned. The missed
opportunities identified on the project led to a large amount of information exchange waste
which is discussed in further detail in Chapter 5.
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4.7

Summary

This chapter reviewed the detailed steps taken to develop and validate a taxonomy for
information exchange waste on a construction project. Specifically, lean theory was used to
identify seven areas of waste that relate to the IE process. According to the project team on
the case study project, when this method was applied to the project, the seven areas of waste
led to an accurate identification of the problems that arose from the information exchange
process. When applied to information management, these concepts provide a broad
framework for an effective process for standardization. To improve information exchange
between project team members, it is essential that the non-value added processes are
eliminated. The next chapter aims to quantify the information exchange waste and evaluate
the results for future project improvements
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Chapter 5: Evaluating the IE Waste through Project Case Studies

This chapter answers the research question: “How can the identified information exchange
waste be quantified to evaluate the overall impact on a construction project?” Specifically,
the chapter details the procedure used to attribute resources and quantify the cost of IE waste
on the two case study projects. Each project is analyzed and results are revealed for each
MEP contractor as well as each project as a whole. The chapter concludes with a summary
of the findings and introduces the need for a developed continuous improvement process to
increase the IE value on future construction projects.

5.1 Introduction

In general, information exchange waste can be considered to include additional activities and
any inactivity that arise as a consequence of not providing information for immediate
consumer access to an adequate amount of appropriate, accurate and up-to-date information.
Value is in the eyes of the customer, therefore the received information is only valuable if the
downstream customer can use the data. In a production / manufacturing system, this concept
is easily understood because goods are mainly produced inside one company. Since the AEC
Industry is project centric, information is handed from company to company without
understanding the end use. Therefore, the design of a project specific information
management system is a key to successful interoperability. In order to improve the current
information management process in construction one must first identify the impact of the
current information transfer and eliminate trends on future projects.
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5.2

Determining the Cost of IE Waste

A contribution of the research is to apply cost information to the identified areas of waste in
order to determine the impact on current projects and assist in the planning on future
facilities. To accomplish this objective, the project participants that took place in the initial
data collection involved were interviewed based on the resources used and time spent on
each wasteful activity identified. During the semi-structured interviews the project team
members were able to express their costs in terms of number of resources and duration. The
researcher also requested the rates for each resource, which was shared by each participant.
If the rate were unavailable, R.S. Means could have been utilized as a substitution. It was
important to also identify any overlap in resources used for each activity. For example, if a
resource is utilized to author new information, as well as validate the model, this could be
considered both inventory and defect waste. In the event of an overlap, the total value was
determined and divided amongst each area of waste involved. Finally, the quantitative data
was captured for each area of waste and calculated based on the steps outlined in the
following sections.

5.2.1 Calculating IE Waste based on MEP Contractor Feedback (IEWGROSS)

The first step in the evaluating of IE waste involves allocating time and resources to each
non-value added aspect of the information exchange process. This was accomplished
through interviews of the MEP contractors that participated in the qualitative data
collection. During the interviews, the previous recorded IE waste examples were
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reviewed and any additional examples were entertained since the last meeting. Once the
areas of waste were identified, the participant was asked to disclose the resources
required to combat the identified waste as well as the duration that the waste existed.
Also, any unit rates for the resources used were provided by the specialty contractor
participants. These three variables can then be used to determine the calculated IE
Waste (IEWGROSS) as shown in Equation 5-1. An example of the calculated waste can be
found along with the results in Appendix E.

Equation 5-1: Calculation of IE Waste based on MEP Contractor Feedback

IEWGROSS = Resource * Unit Rate * Duration

Although it was originally thought to be straight forward, the three variables required
to calculate the IE waste came back in various forms for the researcher to interpret. The
majority of the calculation consisted of all three variables in standard format. For
example “it took one technician, 20 hours, at $90 per hour.” In some cases the
interviewee would state the resource with a percentage of time for certain duration. For
example, to design the hot water recirculation system on Case Study # 1, “it took the
project manager four weeks, at 20 percent time, with a unit rate of $100 per hour.”
Therefore the calculation of the IE waste according to the MEP contractor feedback
would be:
IEWGROSS = 1 PM * $100/hour * (0.2)(4weeks)(40hrs/week) = $3,200
Finally, some values for the IE waste were derived from hard numbers from change order
or consulting agreements. For example, the plumbing contractor hired a 3rd party
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consultant on Case Study #1 for $61,000 which was used as calculated IE waste based on
the participant feedback. Prior to quantifying the IE waste for each category, the
quantitative results collected from project participants was reviewed for exaggeration and
the unit rates were compared against R.S Means values. Additionally, the design team
was questioned for validation of each area of waste as well as any value that the example
of waste may have added to their area of work. Once validated, the IE waste for each
category was quantified as detailed in the next section.

5.2.2 Quantifying the IE Waste for each Category (IEWX)
According to lean theory, waste is considered any activity that consumed resources but
creates no value. In order to quantify the IE waste for each category, any value that the
information created should be taken into consideration. Since the specialty contractors
are considered the customer, other stakeholders may have value added to their work due
to the identified IE waste. Therefore, the MEP design team was interviewed to confirm
the identified waste, and discuss any value that the created information may have had on
their work. Equation 5-2 summarizes the quantification of IE waste for each category in
which any value provided to anther stakeholder should be eliminated from the calculated
waste. During the interviews with the design team members, areas of waste were
clarified, and the value added through the wasteful information was documented from the
design phase point of view.
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Equation 5-2: Quantification of IE Waste for each Category

IEWX = IEWGROSS - IEVY
Where:
IEWX is the estimated net information exchange waste for each category (X)
IEWGROSS is the calculated information exchange waste based on MEP contractor
feedback
IEVY is the information exchange value produced for a different stakeholder
IE VALUE Category (Y)
D - Design Factor:

Value added to and or work required by the Design Team

O - Owner Factor:

Value added to the Owner / Work required by the Owner

C - Construction Factor: Value that is attributed to typical construction methods
(Required based on the type of project)

It was determined through the case study process that additional stakeholders, other
than designers, possess value from the information that was identified as being wasteful.
Several MEP contractors felt that some of the wasted information could not have been
avoided on the project due to the complexity. Also, there were times where the specialty
contractor obtained some level of value through the wasteful information exchange. This
is shown in the quantification of waste in Equation 5-2, and would be labeled as a
constructor value factor (IEVC). For example, the electrical contractor on Case Study #2
had a difficult time interpreting the circuit diagram for the project. It ended up taking
two technicians for approximately a month at $100 per hour to translate the circuiting for
the entire job due to the ambiguous information provided by the design team. However,
the specialty contractor concluded that about 25% of that time (1week) is typical on most
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projects, and allows for the technicians to learn the details of the installation process.
Therefore the waste would be quantified as such:
IEWX = IEWGROSS - IEVC = $25,500
IEWGROSS = 2 technicians * $100/hour * (4weeks)(40hrs/week) = $34,000
IEVC = 0.25 (IEWGROSS) = $8,500
The owner is another stakeholder that benefits from a portion of the specified waste.
The design team may include additional details that are beneficial for the owner that the
MEP contractor may consider waste. On Case Study #2, there was extensive
coordination performed for the access of equipment. According to the MEP contractors,
this caused overproduction waste. However, this provides a large amount of value for the
owner if the access space is necessary for repairs. After interviewing the owner, it was
determined that the access areas were larger than needed, and a factor of 75% value was
accessed to the overproduction waste calculation. The value added factors of other
stakeholders is an important aspect when determining the overall information exchange
waste for the construction project.

5.2.3 Quantifying the Total IE Waste for Specialty Contractors (∑ IEW)
The next step is to determine the overall impact of the IE waste as it applies to each
specialty contractor on the case study project. Equation 5-3 identifies the calculation of
the total IE waste. The result of this equation is a quantified amount of the IE waste for
each trade.
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Equation 5-3: Quantification of Total IE waste for each MEP Contractor

∑ IEW

= IEWO + IEWI + IEWE + IEWM + IEWD + IEWW + IEWT

= ∑ IEWGROSS - ∑ IEVX
Where:
∑ IEW is the summary of net information exchange waste applied to each trade
IE Waste Category (IEWX)
O – Overproduction
M – Motion
T – Transportation

I – Inventory
D – Defects

E – Extra Processing Steps
W – Waiting

When the total IE waste is divided by the amount of the trade’s contract, the
percentage produced is considered the savings opportunity on this project and future
work. For example, the HVAC contractor on Case Study #1 was evaluated to have a total
IE waste of $213,800 based on the following calculation:
∑ IEW = IEWO + IEWI + IEWE + IEWM + IEWD + IEWW + IEWT
∑ IEW =

0

+ 4,500 + 29,500 + 20,000 + 47,600 + 68,200 +

∑ IEW =

$213,800 = ∑ IEWGROSS - ∑ IEVX

0

Since the HVAC contract amount was $19.2 million, this waste accounted for
approximately 1.1% of the total trade contract. Therefore, if the areas of IE waste were
eliminated on this project, the HVAC contractor’s agreement with the owner may have
been reduced by roughly 1.1%. This is particularly interesting since the HVAC
contractor initially reduced their bid price by 10%, when they discovered BIM was going
to be used on the project. The summary of all five specialty contractors IE waste as well
as a continued results discussion can be found in Section 5.5.
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5.3

Quantifying the Information Exchange Waste on Case Study #1

After identifying the areas of information exchange waste, Case Study #1 was used to
develop the waste quantification metrics and produce the cost impact in regards to the
specialty MEP contractors. As previously stated, the construction manager was perceived as
the end user for this study. After the initial interview, it was determined that the majority of
the information exchange waste resided with the specialty contractors since they were
responsible for product installation and required the most reliable data from the design team.
Therefore, MEP contractors were used primarily for development and testing of the IE waste.
Construction manager input was still analyzed on Case Study #1, and helpful in the
development of the IE waste quantification metrics explained in Section 5.2.

5.3.1

Initial IE Waste Quantitative Results – Construction Manager

The construction manager on Case Study #1 was primarily used as a pilot study for
questioning technique and data analysis prior to collecting data from the MEP contractor
team members. Additionally, the researcher used the CM to gain knowledge of the
project, how BIM was being used, and initial IE waste examples. The calculated results
of the actual waste which occurred through the transformation of information from the
design team and construction manager on the case study are shown in Table 5-1. These
results are the product of interviews of the project manager and BIM technician. After
the collection, the data was organized and classified based on the predetermined IE waste
categories.
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Table 5-1 includes the cost of waste derived from interviews with project team
members. In particular, inventory waste occurred because the delivery from the design
team to construction was a push rather than a pull system. This means that the contractor
had little influence on the information authored by the design team. Therefore, in order
to produce coordinated systems and a 4D Model, different contractors had to author
information. The total time spent on the modeling process was determined to be 550
hours of subcontractor time, which averages at $75 per hour. Also, the construction
manger modeled various ceilings around the building that were neglected by the design
team.
Table 5-1: Quantified IE Waste for Case Study #1 (Construction Manager)
Type of Waste

IE Description

Waste

Furniture and Electrical Outlets were
modeled
Additional detail in lab rooms for
space studies
Push rather than Pull – use what was
2. Inventory
provided
Several ceilings were not drawn
3. Extra Processing Building not broken into areas

1. Overproduction

4. Motion
5. Defects
6. Waiting
7. Transportation

Cost

Delete additional
items

$ 4,000

Remove detail

$ 4,000

Required
$ 41,250
information
Include ceilings
$ 4,000
Break-up model
$ 8,000
Revisions for
$11, 250
clashes
Current files were not shared
$ 30,000
Design change
Wall type was not confirmed
Model validation
$ 4,200
All walls were modeled to under-slab Unnecessary clashes $
750
4D Information could have been
$
0
No actual delay
delivered earlier
Small learning
Revit –Navisworks; Revit–Synchro
$
200
factor

Another form of IE waste was that the floors were modeled as one solid structure.
Therefore, the contractor spent time and resources reorganizing the design team’s model
into quadrants for the 4D model, and simplifying the coordination process. If this
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simplification was not done, the file size would have slowed down meeting productivity
because of sluggish model manipulation. According to the project manager responsible
for BIM on the construction team, “the most difficult task was breaking up the model into
quadrants. Any revisions also needed broken up – and it was very time consuming.” This
process took the BIM Manager 1 week for the first breakdown, and a half of a week for
each additional revision (2 weeks total at $100/hour). Although this is a substantial
amount of waste, it would not have been mitigated through early project planning.
According to the construction team, the variability of the floor breakdown would be
tough to plan and is usually determined with the specialty contractors after the design is
delivered for construction. The interview procedure conducted with the construction
manager on Case Study #1 was helpful in designing the research rigor, and the questions
to ask the MEP contractor team members as well as how to assess the calculation of IE
waste through the collection of resource and duration metrics.

5.3.2 IE Waste Quantitative Results – MEP Contractors

The specialty contractors are the end-users of the construction phase, in which they are
the last to utilize the design information prior to project completion. This section details
the results of the plumbing contractor on Case Study #1. The qualitative results of the
information exchange waste for all three MEP specialty contractors are provided in
Appendix E. Table 5-2 shows a summary of the calculated IE waste provided by the
plumbing contractor. These results are the product of coordination meeting observations
and interviews with both the project manager and BIM technician for the plumbing
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contractor. During the interview, participants provided waste quantification data in
several different forms such as change order pricing, direct consulting costs and resource
utilization. The quantitative metrics detailed in Section 5.2 were then used to translate
the provided examples and calculate the total IE waste for each trade. The final case
study results are detailed in Section 5.5.

Table 5-2: Quantified IE Waste for Case Study #1 (Plumbing Contractor)
Information
Exchange Waste

IEW Description

IEWGROSS

1.

Overproduction
(O)

N/A

2.

Inventory (I)

3.

Extra Processing
Steps (E)

Converted 2D MEP Documents
into 3D model for coordination
Designed hot water
recirculation system

4.

Motion (M)

5.

Defects (D)

6.

Waiting (W)

7.

Transportation
(T)

Design models not available
until ASI was issued
Increased volume of change
orders
Started coordination process
using 60% drawings
Material and cost information
difficult to interpret from 3D
model from consultant

Total

IEVY

IEV
Type
(Y)
-

IEWX

-

-

-

$61,000

$16,000

D

$45,000

3.200

480

C

2,720

21,600

5400

C

16,200

19,200

7200

C

12,000

48,000

-

O

48,000

48,000

12,000

C

36,000

$201,000

$41,080

$159,920

According to the plumbing contractor, inventory waste was created when they hired a
3rd party consultant to convert the 2D MEP documents into 3D for coordination purposes.
The price of the third party consultant was $61,000. After interviewing the MEP
engineer, it was determined that the modeling scope could have been completed by their
office for approximately $16,000, leaving the difference IE waste of $48,000. This
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example of waste carried over into transportation when the information provided by the
3rd party consultant was difficult to interpret for field use; therefore an additional foreman
($75/hour) spent a total half his time for eight months interpreting the model for
installation. This resulted in a calculated waste (IEWGROSS) of $48,000, which 25% was
attributed to value for the contractor (IEVC) allowing the foreman to learn the details of
the installation process. Therefore the IE waste was quantified at $36,000 for inoperable
hand off of information from the 3D modeling consultant.

Case Study #1 had an abnormally large amount of changes due to ambiguous
construction documents. This led to an increased amount of change orders, and
accounted for the project manager focusing a large amount of time on updating
information for field fabrication and installation. According to the project manager, he
typically spends on average 15% of his time processing change orders, however for this
project is was closer to 40% over a 3 month period. At a rate of $100 per hour, the total
IE waste due to defects was quantified at $15,000. Finally, the largest cause of IE waste
stemmed from the owner delaying design decisions, which resulted in the reseqencing
and recoordination of specialty contractor work. This accounted for approximately
$48,000 in IE waste due to waiting, about 0.7 percent of the plumbing trade’s contract.
After speaking with the owner on the project, it was determined that the majority of late
changes occurred due to funding that was provided throughout the project, and was used
to increase the overall quality. The full summary of the quantified information exchange
waste for Case Study #1 can be found in Appendix E.
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Quantifiable metrics were also collected for intellect waste and investigated during
the second round of interviews. A breakdown of the intellect waste for each specialty
contractor is provided in Appendix E. Through questioning of the MEP contractors, it
was determined that prefabrication and virtual layout of hangars were the largest topics
for intellect waste on Case Study #1. All three specialty contractors stressed the value of
prefabrication as an advantage of using BIM on a project. However, due to late changes
and ambiguous information, the MEP contractors did not prefabricate as much as
originally planned. This caused anywhere from a 10-20% productivity delay for
component installation. Additionally, the HVAC contractor planned on using the
coordinated model for virtual layout and preinstallation of duct and pipe hangars.
According to the project manager onsite, approximately 75% of the preinstalled hangars
were not used due to late changes in the design. A total of 5,000 hangars were not used
which was a direct waste of $11,500, and a productivity delay of roughly 20%. The
missed opportunities identified on the project led to a large amount of information
exchange waste which is attributed across the MEP contract value in Section 5.5.

5.4

Quantifying the Information Exchange Waste on Case Study #2

Similar to Case Study #1, the MEP contractors were used primarily for the analysis of the
impact of IE waste on the project. The construction manager input was utilized to document
the BIM implementation and gain project knowledge. This section provides the detailed
descriptions of the quantitative data collected on Case Study #2.
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5.4.1 IE Waste Quantitative Results – MEP Contractors
This section details the results of the HVAC/plumbing contractor on Case Study #1. The
qualitative results of the information exchange waste for all three MEP specialty
contractors are provided in Appendix E. Table 5-3 shows a summary of the calculated IE
waste provided by the HVAC/plumbing contractor. These results are the product of
coordination meeting observations and interviews with both the project manager and
BIM technician for the plumbing contractor. During the interview, participants provided
waste quantification data in several different forms such as change order pricing, direct
consulting costs and resource utilization. The quantitative metrics detailed in Section 5.2
were then used to translate the provided examples and calculate the total IE waste for
each trade. The final case study results are detailed in Section 5.5.

According to the HVAC/plumbing contractor, overproduction occurred when the
contractor specified that the all access to major equipment be modeled and coordinated
against. This caused an extension of the HVAV/Plumbing coordination since their work
was required to be rerouted around this space. This accounted for 1000 man-hours of
modeling time at $90 per hour. After an interview with the owner, they confirmed that
the modeled access space is valuable for facility manager, but approximately 25% of the
access space could have been eliminated. Therefore the total waste accounts for 25% of
the modeling time to coordinate the access space.
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Table 5-3: Quantified IE Waste for Case Study #2 (HVAC/Plumbing Contractor)
Information
Exchange Waste (X)

IEW Description

1.

Overproduction
(O)

Over detailed coordination of
equip. access space

2.

Inventory (I)

3.

IEWGROSS

IEVY

IEV
Type
(Y)
O

IEWX

$90,000

$67,500

$22,500

Designed condensate pump did
not fit – no alternatives were
given
Extra Processing Additional design of HVAC
system required
Steps (E)

18,800

0

18,800

41,600

0

41,600

4.

Motion (M)

N/A – Digital Exchange Server

-

-

5.

Defects (D)

3,600

0

6.

Waiting (W)

4,500
32,400

NQ
NQ

O
O

4,500
32,400

7.

Transportation
(T)

Underground plumbing model
was received 85% complete
End-user fit out for 5th floor
AHUs purchase by CM –
changed components late
Revised coordination sequence
during the process due to riser
coordination
Redraw steel on a few floors
due to file exchange errors

259,000

129,500

C

129,500

3,600

0

-

3,600

$453,500

$197,000

Total

-

3,600

$265, 500

Another example of IE waste was the late change of the air handling units (AHU’s).
The AHU’s were purchased by the construction manager, and were changed from the
design intent late in the coordination process and just prior to field installation. This
caused 360 man-hours of modeling time at $90/hour to resequence their work around
waiting for the AHU approval. Finally, the largest cause of IE waste stemmed from the
revised coordination sequence by the construction manager. After speaking with the CM,
the coordination sequence was revised to coordinate the main risers leading to the
penthouse first due to the sizing of slab penetrations that were needed by the steel
fabricators. Upon completion of the center floors 1-5, the outside area would be
coordinated one floor at a time. However, the specialty contractors struggled to
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coordinate the MEP systems that tie into the center portion of the building causing
substantially more resources than expected. Specifically, the HVAC/plumbing contractor
spent an additional two months of modeling technicians at $90 per hour as well as a
modeling consultant for 40 weeks. Of this time the contractor explained that workforce
issues accounted for 50% of the quantified waste, bringing the total transportation waste
$129,500, or approximately 0.7 percent of their trade contract. The full summary of the
quantified information exchange waste for Case Study #2 can be found in Appendix E.

The intellect waste previously identified was also quantified for the project. A
breakdown of the intellect waste for each specialty contractor is provided in Appendix E.
Similar to Case Study #1, the contractor and specialty contractors on Case Study #2
identified prefabrication and virtual layout of hangars as intellect information exchange
waste. Both MEP contractors stressed the value of prefabrication as an advantage of
using BIM on a project. However, due to ambiguous information and reseqencing of the
coordination process, the specialty contractors did not prefabricate as much as originally
planned. This caused anywhere from a 15-25% productivity delay for component
installation. Additionally, the HVAC/plumbing contractor planned on using the
coordinated model for virtual layout and preinstallation of all duct and pipe hangars.
According to the project manager onsite, approximately 30% of the preinstalled hangars
were not used accounting for an anticipated decrease of 300% productivity. The missed
opportunities identified on the project led to a large amount of information exchange
waste which is attributed across the MEP contract value in the next section.
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5.5

Assessing the Impact of IE Waste on Case Study Projects

When starting the case study process, it was apparent that both projects were similar in
nature: owner, type, size, location, and BIM implementation. The major difference was the
organization structure. Case Study #1 followed a hybrid of CM agent and CM at risk in
which the CM held the contract for the electrical contractor, and the owner held the contracts
for the HVAC and plumbing prime contractors. Case #2 used a CM at risk organizational
structure where the CM held all of the MEP contractor agreements including the two traded
used in the analysis of waste: HVAC/plumbing and electrical. Table 5-4 is a summary of the
impact that the IE waste had on the case study projects. A comprehensive list results
organized for each MEP contractor for Case Study #1 and #2 can be found in Appendix F.
The purpose of this section is to summarize and compare the results from the quantification
of IE waste on both case study projects.
Table 5-4: Impact of IE Waste on the Case Study Projects

IE Waste
Category

Case Study #1
% of MEP
% of
Contract
∑ IEW X

Case Study #2
% of MEP
% of
Contract
∑ IEWX

Case Studies Combined
% of MEP
% of
Contract
∑ IEWX

IEWO
IEWI
IEWE
IEWM
IEWD
IEWW
IEWT

0.00%

0%

0.10%

6%

0.04%

3%

0.25%

21%

0.15%

8%

0.21%

15%

0.08%

7%

0.18%

10%

0.12%

8%

0.11%

9%

0.17%

10%

0.13%

9%

0.30%

25%

0.13%

7%

0.24%

17%

0.33%

27%

0.20%

11%

0.28%

20%

0.14%

11%

0.84%

48%

0.40%

28%

∑ IEWX

1.21%

100%

1.76%

100%

1.41%

100%
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In review of the results, it is clear that both case studies have a substantial amount of
waste stemming from the information exchange process. Both cases combined have an
estimated cost of 1.4% of the total MEP contracts being attributed to wasteful information
exchange processes, with the transportation area of waste being the largest contributor at
0.4%. On Case Study #1, IE waste accounts for approximately 1.2% of the total MEP
contract value. The largest areas of waste stem from the defects and waiting categories.
Inherently, there were no examples of overproduction waste, provided by the specialty
contractors in Case Study #1. It seemed that the participants were concerned with ambiguous
information and late delivery of information rather than too much detail or producing
information too quickly. For future projects, the MEP trades would look to inform project
team members of the overall impact of delaying design decisions and early involvement of
specialty contractors.

On Case Study #2, the information exchange waste accounted for approximately 1.76%
of the total MEP contract value. By far, the largest area of waste was transportation. Other
than the transportation area of waste, all other areas were fairly consistent in terms of a
percentage of the MEP contract value ranging from 6-11%. Through the interview process, it
was apparent that the reseqencing of the coordination process caused a large amount of
misguided information exchanges between trades as well as the design team. For future
projects, the MEP trades look to inform project team members of consistent sequencing of
the coordination process.
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5.5.1 Developing Information Exchange Waste Diagrams
When reviewing the results produced from the case studies, it was determined that direct
comparison of the areas of waste were difficult without seeing the information on one
graph. Therefore, the concept of an information exchange waste diagram (IEWD) was
produced. The purpose of an IEWD is to identify the negative effect of waste on the
information exchange flow as well as provide a visual comparison between the contractor
and case study results. The first step in the development of the IEWD is to calculate the
percentage of IE waste as shown in Equation 5-4.
Equation 5-4: Percent of Information Exchange Waste Calculation

% ∑ IEWX = IEWX / ∑ IEWX
Where:
%IEVX is the percentage of information value for each category of waste (X)

The calculated percentage of IE waste is then placed on a spider graph with the seven
areas of waste acting as the axis to produce an IEWD for each trade. Imagine the IEWD
as a cut through the information flow between design and construction. Therefore, the
flow is restricted due to waste. In order to eliminate the restriction of the information
flow, all areas of information exchange waste should be at value zero.

5.5.2 Comparing Information Exchange Waste Diagrams
This section looks to document the negative effect of IE waste on the case study project
using an IEWD for various results. Additionally, the IEWD is used to provide a visual
comparison between the contractor and case study results.
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Figure 5-1 shows the IEWD for the all MEP trades on Case Study #1. It is easy to see
that waiting and defects are the two largest areas of waste due to their distance away from
the outer web.
IE Waste Category (IEWX)
O – Overproduction
D – Defects
I – Inventory
W – Waiting
E – Extra Processing
T – Transportation
T
M – Motion

O
0%
20%
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80%
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M

Case 1 MEP

Highest % of Waste

Figure 5-1: IEWD for Case Study#1 – Total MEP

Figure 5-2, IEWD for the all MEP trades on Case Study #2, depicts transportation as the
largest form of IE waste on the project and a priority for future improvement.
IE Waste Category (IEWX)
O – Overproduction
D – Defects
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W – Waiting
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T – Transportation
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M – Motion
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Figure 5-2: IEWD for Case Study#2 – Total MEP
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Figure 5-3 shows the IEWD for the all MEP trades on both case study projects. It ranks
transportation as the highest area of IE waste and overproduction as the lowest.
IE Waste Category (IEWX)
O – Overproduction
D – Defects
I – Inventory
W – Waiting
E – Extra Processing
T – Transportation
T
M – Motion
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Figure 5-3: IEWD for Case Study #1 & #2 – Total MEP

Figure 5-4 shows the IEWD for total MEP on both Case Study #1 and Case Study #2. It
is clear through this image that both projects are very different in terms of the categories
of IE waste with the exception of extra processing and motion, which is consistent on
both.
IE Waste Category (IEWX)
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W – Waiting
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M – Motion
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Figure 5-4: IEWD for Case Study #1 vs. Case Study #2
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Figure 5-5 compares both Plumbing and HVAC trades combined on each case study. It
is interesting to note that there is no consistency in the percentages of the areas of IE
waste when compared to each other.
IE Waste Category (IEWX)
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Figure 5-5: IEWD for Plumbing and HVAC Case Study #1 vs. Case Study #2

Figure 5-6 compares both Electrical trades on each case study. There is a large amount
of consistency, specifically overproduction, inventory, extra processing, and waiting
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Figure 5-6: IEWD for Electrical Case Study #1 vs. Case Study #2
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5.5.3 Developing a Continuous Improvement Process for Future Projects
The overarching goal of lean theory is to never stop striving for perfection. In the
manufacturing industry, there is always something that can be fixed with a part or a
process. The same applies to construction information management in which each
project should look for the waste associated with the exchange of information and look to
eliminate on the next project. It is clear from the results above that each construction
project is different, and will have different complexities that need to be taken into
consideration during early planning.

It is a goal of this research to document specific examples on two case study projects
so that team members can learn from the wasteful examples when developing their
information exchange criteria on future work. Internally, organizations should identify
the IE waste on previous projects using the methods described in chapters 4 and 5. This
information should then be distributed to the other project team members, specifically the
owners to show the impact that IE waste had in the past and improvements that can be
made on future projects to eliminate the areas of IE waste. The success of the continuous
improvement process relies on specialty contractor needs being relayed during the early
planning of the information exchange process.

5.6

Summary

The overarching goal for this research is to provide a standardized method in which future
studies can more precisely measure the waste associated with the information exchange
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process. This chapter provides the second part toward this goal in which quantification
metrics were developed to convert identified information exchange waste into measurable
form. This research provides an insight to the scale of the economic benefits that may be
achieved by early planning of the information exchange process for MEP Contractors.
Currently the most frequently cited study related to the scale of the challenges related to
inefficient interoperability is the important study performed at NIST (Gallihar et al., 2004)
which projected an overall industry cost of $15.8 billion in 2002 due to poor interoperability.
This counterfactual analysis study provides significant value toward identifying the scale of
the challenges related to interoperability, but further, more detailed project analyses can
provide additional insight into the root causes for the waste in the BIM process and identify
more accurate means of measuring this waste at a project level. To extrapolate any future
findings, case studies with different project characteristics would need to be evaluated to
ensure the process can be standardized.

Additionally, this chapter identifies the value of early planning by investigating the cost
of the waste through the allocation of time and resources to each non-value added aspect of
information exchange. Through a systematic approach, utilizing the feedback from specialty
contractors, the cost of IE waste was quantified for each specialty contractors as well as a
total for the MEP trades. It was determined that Case Study #1 and two resulted in
approximately 1.2 and 1.8 percent of the total MEP contract value respectively. This estimate
does not consider Intellect Waste, which through initial quantitative results accounts for 1530% of reduction in labor productivity. Also, according to the project team members, this
research also determined high potential value added improvements to the IE process that they
should focus their attention on for future projects. On Case Study #1, the MEP trades would
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look to inform project team members of the overall impact of delaying design decisions and
early involvement of specialty contractors. Case Study #2 would inform project team
members of the need for consistent sequencing of the coordination process. To eliminate
these non-value added processes it is essential that the information exchange process is
defined early by project team members.
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Chapter 6: Summary and Conclusions

This chapter presents a summary of the research and highlights the main findings. Also
included are the contributions provided to the Architecture, Engineering and Construction
(AEC) Industry and limitation of the research. The chapter ends with future research areas
and concluding thoughts related to this dissertation.

6.1 Summary of Main Findings

This research provides additional insight related to high potential value added improvements
to the information exchange (IE) process, and documents the scale of the economic benefits
that may be achieved on projects. As identified in the literature review, the most frequently
cited study related to the scale of the challenges related to inefficient interoperability within
the AEC Industry is the seminal study performed at NIST (Gallihar et al., 2004) which
projected an overall industry cost of $15.8 billion per year (in 2002 values) due to poor
interoperability. This counterfactual analysis study provides significant value toward
identifying the challenges related to interoperability, but further, more detailed project
analyses was required. Therefore, this research targeted the identification of the root causes
for the waste in the IE process along with developed an accurate method to measure this
waste at a project level.

Presented in this dissertation is a standardized method for identifying the waste
associated with information exchange on building projects. Specifically, lean theory was
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used to identify seven areas of waste that relate to the IE process. These areas include
overproduction, inventory, extra processing steps, motion, defects, waiting, and
transportation. Additionally, intellect waste was proposed as the eight category of waste at
the project level, and was developed as a way to categorize missed opportunities due to
information exchange constraints. When applied to the information process within the AEC
Industry, these concepts provide a standard framework for the identification of the
information exchange waste on projects. According to the project teams on the cases
evaluated, when this method was applied to the project, the eight areas of waste led to an
accurate identification of the problems that arose from the information exchange process.

Finally the research findings illustrate the potential value of early planning for BIM by
investigating the cost of the waste through the allocation of time and resources to each nonvalue added aspect of information exchange. Through structured quantification metrics, it
was determined that Case Study #1 resulted in approximately $475,000 worth of information
exchange waste from design to construction within the MEP specialty contractors. This
accounts for approximately 1.2 percent of the total MEP contract value. Case Study #2
resulted in approximately $405,000 worth of information exchange waste from design to
construction in MEP trade work, which is approximately 1.8 percent of the total MEP
contract value. According to the project teams interviewed, this study helped determine high
potential value added improvements to the IE process that they should focus their attention
on for future projects. The results show that the specialty contractors on Case Study #1
would look to inform future project team members of the overall impact of delaying design
decisions and early involvement of specialty contractors. Case Study #2 would inform future
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project team members of the need for consistent sequencing of the coordination process.
Together, these projects identified several key areas of waste that should be taken into
consideration on future projects. To eliminate these non-value added processes, it is essential
that the information exchange process is defined through early planning with project team
members similar to the BIM Project Execution Plan described in Section 1.2.

6.2

Contributions

Based on the results above, this research answered the questions set forth in Section 1.3, and
made the following contributions to new knowledge in the AEC Industry:
1. Defined a taxonomy for information exchange waste on construction projects using BIM
Through initial interviews and literature review, it was determined that construction
project team members noticed that they were not obtaining the full benefit of BIM. Upon
further investigation, project team members were frustrated with the inadequate information
exchange process on the current projects. However, they had no way of identifying the
specific cause of waste and the overall cost impact on the project. Therefore, lean principles
were adapted to the construction processes to develop the categories of information exchange
waste. The areas of waste were validated through the implementation of Case Study #1 and
interviews with industry experts. This feedback was then used to develop a rule set,
taxonomy, for identifying the information exchange waste on a construction project. The
taxonomy was successfully implemented on Case Study #1 and #2 to identify and categorize
the areas of waste for project use and future research development.
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2. Developed a measuring approach to quantifying the identified areas of information
exchange waste on construction projects
Another challenge associated with information exchange waste is that there is not a
standard process in which to quantify the identified examples. Therefore, Case Study #1 and
#2 were used to develop an approach to measure the impact of the waste identified through
the use of the previously mentioned taxonomy. The first step in the evaluation of IE waste
involves allocating time and resources to each non-value added aspect of the information
exchange process. In order to quantify the IE waste for each category, any value added to the
upstream team members should be taken into consideration. The final step is to determine
the overall impact of the IE waste as it applies to each specialty contractor by summarizing
the quantified areas of waste.

3. Provided a scale of information exchange waste for five specialty contractors on two case
study projects
Currently the most frequently cited study related to the scale of the challenges related to
inefficient interoperability is the important study performed at NIST (Gallihar et al., 2004)
which projected an overall industry cost of $15.8 billion in 2002 due to poor interoperability.
This counterfactual analysis study provides significant value toward identifying the scale of
the challenges related to poor interoperability, but further, more detailed project analyses can
provide additional insight into the root causes for the waste in the process, and identify more
accurate means of measuring this waste at a project level. According to the result of this
study, the total quantified Information Exchange Waste (IEW) for the Mechanical, Electrical
and Plumbing (MEP) specialty contractors was determined to be approximately 1.4 percent
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of their total contract price. This detailed research illustrates that the value projected by the
NIST study for specialty contractors may be conservative, and therefore the annual cost of
inadequate interoperability may be greater than initially projected. It is important to consider
that this data is focused on a limited number of case studies and further data would be needed
prior to extending these results across the scope of projects performed throughout the AEC
Industry.

The contributions documented in this section can be applied to both the AEC Industry
and research community. The developed IE waste taxonomy and measuring metrics could
be used by project team members to identify the areas of waste and determine major problem
areas for future work. It may be difficult for project team members to see the big picture and
understand any value added to other stakeholders, therefore consultants or researchers may
be required to develop the final results. Additionally, this body of work advances future
research efforts by providing a more accurate method on a project level to measure waste,
and therefore identify the scale of challenges, and potential high value areas for improvement
in the AEC Industry.

6.3

Observations

During the research process, several observations were made that should be noted for future
research and implementation. When first conducting the research methodology it was the
initial intention of this research to study the information exchange from the design team to
the construction manager. Upon initial interview results from Case Study #1, it was
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determined that the specialty contractors played an integral role in the definition of
information exchange waste since they relied heavily on the clarity of the information to
perform their work. Because the construction manager did not self perform any work, they
were used primarily to gain information regarding the BIM process and confirming the IE
waste identified by the specialty contractors.

When starting the case study process, it was apparent that both projects were similar in
nature: owner, type, size, location, and BIM implementation. The major difference was the
organizational structure. Case #1 followed a hybrid of CM agency and CM at risk in which
the construction manager held the contract for the electrical contractor, and the owner held
the contracts for the HVAC and plumbing prime contractors. Case #2 used a CM at risk
organizational structure where the CM held all of the MEP contractor agreements including
the two trades used in the analysis of waste: HVAC/plumbing and electrical. When
comparing the results of the two case studies, it was determined that the largest waste on
Case Study #1 pertained to the delay in owner decisions, whereas Case Study #2 identified
the reseqencing of the coordination process by the construction manager as the largest area of
waste. Although the results are not statistically significant, the largest areas of waste on both
projects were directly related to the organization that contracted directly with the respective
specialty trades.

During the data collection on Case Study #1, it was interesting that the electrical
contractor, who was contracted directly under the construction manager, did not participate
fully in the coordination process and decided to coordinate some of their work in the field.
This caused some productivity delay for all three trades interviewed. Additionally, the scale
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of economic benefit was lower for the electrical trade compared to the other contractors. It
should be noted that this research is developed for construction team members to improve the
information exchange process on future work through the identification of waste on current
projects. Therefore, participants that are not accepting of technology and continue to support
traditional processes will not benefit from this research.

Finally, the calculation of IE waste was developed through interviews with specialty
contractors identifying the resources and duration used for each example of waste. While
reviewing the results, it was determined that the majority of resources wasted during the IE
process are very valuable due to the increased implementation of BIM. Specifically, BIM
managers and technicians are very valuable members of construction project teams, and are
currently in high demand. There are even a few examples in the research results that the
specialty contractor had to hire external consultants because the BIM technicians inside their
company were overwhelmed with work. In summary, this study only evaluates the cost of
the IE waste, there are other impacts such as the scarcity of resources used, and the increase
of stress levels that is created by information exchange waste.

6.4

Research Limitations

This research project has a few limitations that must be taken into consideration when
applying the results produced. First, the research testing was exploratory and case studies
were the primary form of data collection for this thesis. The case studies were chosen based
on criteria, not randomly selected. Limitations that exist based on the chosen cases are:
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size, location, BIM implementation, and owner type. Both projects were large projects above
100 million dollars in total construction costs; the projects are located in central
Pennsylvania; and both are owned and operated by a large public university. These projects
were selected to minimize external factors from impacting results as well as direct access by
the researcher to available and accurate information.

Second, interviews from case study participants were used for the collection of
information waste and the resources used to calculate the impact of waste. Therefore the
waste identified and quantified is based on the response from the specialty contractors.

A

limitation with interviews is the bias that can occur from the observer and the respondent. To
reduce observer bias, the interview process was developed prior to implementation and
remained the same during all interviews on both case studies. Additionally, only one
researcher conducted interviews and analyzed the results. To minimize the effect of
respondent bias, simpler questions were asked upfront to make the respondent feel more
comfortable, and multiple questions were asked regarding information exchange waste to
eliminate swaying the results. Also, the interviews were conducted around the end of the
coordination process so that the respondent had a clear picture of the information exchange
waste. Finally, the response from the construction team was confirmed by the design team to
form a valid example of information exchange waste, ready for quantification. It was also
confirmed that the project funding did not play a role into the information produced during
the design phase. Although interview bias was a large concern, several steps were taken to
minimize the potential effect on data collected through case study interviews.
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Finally, the research scope is limited to the handover from design to construction and
projects implementing BIM. Abiding by lean theory, the customer is the driver for value
stream analysis. In this study, the MEP contractors are considered the end-user, and
specifying the value that is received by the design team. The research does not evaluate the
information exchange from construction into operations, in which the owner and facility
manager would be the end user. Any instances of value provided to the owner are
documented qualitatively, but are not quantified. Also, this research is based on projects that
are implementing BIM. Initial research objectives included evaluating two similar projects:
one implanting BIM, and one not implementing BIM. During the search for similar case
studies that the researcher could have access, there were no projects available no plans of
implementing some form of Building Information Modeling.

6.5

Future Work

There are a few areas of future work that stem from the project limitations. Since this
research was exploratory, it required substantial investigation of two large case study
projects. The case study projects were very similar in nature in that they were both owned by
Penn State. One area of future work would be to perform a sensitivity analysis of
information exchange waste across different project and owner types. This would provide
additional significance to the total information exchange waste in the AEC Industry, which
could be used for benchmarking. Benchmarking is the act of comparing one’s project or
organization to the industry standard. Future research could look to answer the question:
“What is the value of information exchange waste across multiple project/owner types? “
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The research methodology could be designed around the collection of data through survey
results.

This research used two projects with different organizational structures, CM at Risk and
CM Agency; however, since there was only one of each, the correlations are merely
observations and lack statistical significance. Further investigation into the correlation
between information exchange waste and project organizational structure (i.e., CM at Risk,
CM Agency, Design-Build, Integrated Project Deliver, etc.) would be valuable. An initial
hypothesis would be that information exchange waste would decrease with the increased
level of project integration. Research could determine if this hypothesis is accurate as well as
a standard rate of decline based on project integration.

Finally, owner organizations have the most to gain with the implementation of Building
Information Modeling (BIM). According to the NIST study described in this document,
owners account for approximately $10.6 billion of the total inadequate interoperability costs
on U.S. capital facility projects ($15.8 billion in 2002). It is vital that information developed
in the design and construction phases is transferred into operations with maximum leverage
to the owners. Figure 6-1 depicts the service life of equipment that is lost due to inadequate
maintenance. The overall impact of operations and maintenance is two times the amount of
time spent on preventative maintenance, and 4 times the amount of time on corrective
maintenance over a 25 year period. Therefore, if accurate information is not documented at
the end of the construction phase, it has a significant adverse effect on the facility
performance level.
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Through initial research, it has been determined that very few owners have defined their
actual BIM needs: how this information can be leveraged in their management systems; the
level of detail necessary to maintain information efficiency; and how data developed during
the project can be leveraged by their facility management systems. To increase the
operational efficiency, an organization must first develop an understanding of their operating
systems, and identify how BIM can add value to their day to day activities.

Figure 6-1: Service Life Lost due to Inadequate Maintenance (NRC, 1998)

The development of facility management information is a team effort in which, multiple
parties have access to data that is required. Owners play an integral role in the information
flow throughout the lifecycle of a building project. Once the owner’s needs are defined, it
would be extremely beneficial to apply the information exchange theory to the operations
phase in which to: identify the information exchange wasted through the current data
exchange process, and develop a continuous improvement process for owner organizations.
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6.6

Concluding Thoughts

Building Information Modeling has been proven to provide substantial benefit within the
AEC Industry. However, there is no research study to date that clearly quantifies the actual
positive impact of BIM. A good reason for the lack of quantitative data is that every project
is different, and the variables involved in quantification are substantial. Although it may not
be apparent in this document, the implementation of BIM proved to be very valuable on both
case study projects. So much so that the Mechanical Contractor on Case Study #1 reduced
their bid by ten percent when they heard that 3D coordination was going to be implemented
in anticipation of increased field productivity. Similarly, the overall budget of Case Study
#2 was reduced by fifteen percent when it went out to bid a second time using language for
BIM implementation. However, this reduction also takes into account an overall reduction in
pricing based on market conditions, so the actual reduction due to BIM is unclear. Through
the interviews with project team members, it was clear that BIM was a success in reducing
the overall building cost; however the actual value is difficult to measure.

The information exchange waste collected and quantified in this research does not take
into account the initial benefit of BIM, which is perceived to be substantially more than 1.4
percent of the trade contract amounts. However, this research successfully identified and
evaluated the cost of inadequate exchange of information limiting the full potential of BIM
for the specialty contractors to perform their tasks efficiently. Unfortunately, this is the
reason that some trades are afraid to start to implement BIM on projects, otherwise known as
a barrier of entry. In summary, this research documented a structured method for identifying
and quantifying information exchange waste; however for industry members to use the
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defined metrics they must first break through the BIM barrier, and then focus on designing
efficient and effective information exchanges.
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Appendix A – Definition of Terms

Included in this appendix is a glossary of terms used throughout this document including
concepts from Building Information Modeling (BIM), Lean Theory and Research
Techniques.
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Building Information Model (BIM) – a digital representation of physical and functional
characteristics of a facility. A BIM is shared knowledge resource for information about a facility
forming a reliable basis for decisions during its life-cycle (Plan, Design, Construct, and Operate).
Building Information Modeling (BIM)– collaboration by different stakeholders at different phases
of the life cycle of a facility to insert, extract, update or modify information in the Model to
support and reflect the roles of that stakeholder.
BIM Use – a process in which a project team member utilizes building information for the purpose of
improving the planning, design, construction, or operation of a facility. An example of a BIM
Use is Energy Analysis, where team members extract building information to produce energy
data for decision making purposes.
Information Exchange – the process of sharing data collected by various stakeholders to achieve
project goals throughout the lifecycle of a facility.
Lean – a thought process that considers the expenditure of resources for any goal other than the
creation of value for the end customer to be wasteful, and thus a target for elimination. The goal
of lean thinking is to get the right things to the right place at the right time in the right quantity to
achieve optimum work flow.
Value – a capability provided to the customer at the right time at an appropriate price
Waste – any activity that consumed resources but created no value
Work Flow – the movement of resources (e.g. information, materials) through a set of processes to
complete a product
Pull Processing – principle that manufactures should only design and provide what the customer
wants and only when the customer wants it.
Value Stream – the specific activities required to design and produce a specific product, from raw
materials into the hands of the customer
Continuous Improvement Process – the theory of gradually eliminating waste while increasing
value through lessons learned and preplanning on future projects.
Project Organizational Structure – a documented outline of contract agreement and information
flow rules for separate organizations on a construction project to achieve project objectives
CM Agency – the construction manager does not self perform work not hold subcontract
agreements, acting as an agent to the owner, mainly responsible for project coordination
CM @ Risk – the construction manager does not self perform work but does hold the subcontract
agreements, also responsible for project coordination
Taxonomy – the practice and science of classification. A taxonomy is a hierarchical structure that
assists users in identifying and grouping items to a particular category through relationships.
Grounded Theory – a research methodology used in almost reverse fashion from traditional research
in order to derive theory from collected data.
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Appendix B – Research Steps for BIM Project Execution Planning

Included in this appendix are the research steps performed to develop the BIM Project
Execution Planning Guide, which was the prelude to this dissertation.
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The overarching goal for developing the BIM Execution Planning Guide is to help stimulate
and direct additional communication and planning by the team members in the early phases
of a building project. To successfully execute BIM for maximum project benefit, the project
team will need to coordinate the details regarding the exchange of information between tasks,
and define the contractual, infrastructure, and other needed capabilities. There is not a single
best method for BIM implementation, but instead, the team must effectively design the
execution strategy for each project by understanding the goals and capabilities of the team
members.
GUIDE DEVELOPMENT
The BIM Project Execution Planning Procedure was developed through a multi-step research
process which included industry interviews with over 40 industry experts, detailed analysis
of existing planning documents, focus group meetings with industry participants, process
mapping research to design an efficient and effective mapping structure, and case study
research to validate the procedure. The following research steps were utilized in the
development of the BIM Project Execution Planning Procedure.
BIM Project Execution Planning Procedure Research Steps:
1. Reviewed available literature and resources
2. Developed of interview questions to identify current and future uses of BIM from
industry experts
3. Conducted interviews to identify BIM uses
4. Analyzed the industry interviews through detailed content analysis. The result of
this process is a list of the BIM uses along with preliminary information regarding
the uses
5. Developed interview questions to investigate each BIM use
6. Conducted interviews to gain further information about each BIM use
7. Compiled BIM Use information pages from the interview results and the
Literature Review
8. Developed the BIM Planning design process from business process mapping
concepts.
9. Identified BIM Execution Plan content through an analysis of industry interviews
and an analysis of existing and proposed execution planning structures.
Once developed, the BIM Project Execution Planning Procedure was validated through a
series of case studies. These case studies served two main audiences. First, the research
team worked with project teams in the early stages of design to create a BIM Project
Execution Plan. Second, the research team worked with large owners to develop BIM
Project Execution Planning Guidelines for future BIM Plan submissions. The results of each
case study were documented and analyzed for modifications necessary to the BIM Project
Execution Guide and supporting templates
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Appendix C – Case Study Interview Questions

Included in this appendix are interview questions used to obtain data from the case study
projects. The first set of questions were used to identify the information exchange (IE)
waste, whereas, the second set of questions were used to obtain quantitative data based on the
previously identified IE waste
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Initial Qualitative Case Study Interview – Approximately 1 hour
•
•
•

IRB Form Review
Interview Topic: Identifying areas of IE waste on the Case Study project using the
predetermined areas of waste
Objectives
o Review the BIM process for the case study project
o Capture initial challenges associated with the BIM process
o Review the seven areas of information exchange waste
 Identify qualitative examples based on the defined areas of waste
o Determine how early planning with the project team could have eliminated
some areas if IE waste
o Define and identify intellect waste on the case study project

Interview Questions:
1. Initial Questions:
a. Position w. Firm:
b. Experience with BIM:

c. Approximate Total Contract Value:

d. Total Project Value:

e. Describe the BIM Process on this project (sketch process):
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2. Review the developed areas of information exchange waste described below:
Production System Waste

Information Exchange Translation

1. Overproduction

More information than required by BIM users
Revisions to Model after release

2. Inventory

Early delivery of information
Push instead of Pull – take what is given approach

3. Extra Processing
Steps

Producing more detail than required by users

4. Motion

More file transfers than necessary
Not placing the model in a common location

5. Defects

Model inaccuracy / Incorrect information

6. Waiting

Late delivery of information

7. Transportation

Inoperable hand-off of information - file type &
version

3. Planning Process Involved
a. Please explain the planning process that was involved prior to the
implementation of BIM

i. Detailed IE discussion – level of detail produced?

ii. Delivery Method factor into the planning?
b.
c. Did the Design Team meet their goals in terms of information exchange
requirements?

d. How much of the waste above can be reduced or mitigated if additional
planning of the information exchange was conducted?
i. Percentage of the waste for each area
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4. Intellect Waste – was there anything on the project that you wanted to do, but were
limited due to the areas of waste mentioned above
a.
b.
c.

5. Additional Factors Leading to Information Exchange Waste:
e.
f.
g.
h.
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Quantitative Case Study Interview – approx. 1 hour
Main Topics:
•
•
•

IRB Form Review
Interview Topic: Quantifying examples of IE waste on the Case Study project using
the predetermined metrics
Objectives
o Confirming the IE waste developed from previous research
o Calculating the cost of IE waste for the project
 Total time/cost associated with waste mitigation
 Define any overlap in waste activities
o Determine how early planning with the Architect could have eliminated some
areas if IE waste
o Identify initial measurements of intellect waste on the case study project

1. Initial Questions:
a. Position w. Firm:
b. Experience with BIM:

c. Approximate Total Contract Value:

d. Total Project Value:

e. Describe the BIM Process on this project (sketch process):
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2. Review the developed information exchange waste initially recorded (example
below):
Production
Waste

System Information
Translation

1. Overproduction

2.

3.

Exchange

More information than required
by BIM users
Early delivery of information

Project
IE
Description

Waste

N/A

Information that is requested, but
never received
Push instead of Pull – take what
is given approach
Extra Processing Information that is underdesigned or under-engineered
Steps

Modeled 2d MEP
Documents for Coordination

More file transfers than necessary
Not placing the model in a
common location
Incorrect / unclear information

Design Models not available
until ASI was issued

Inventory

Designed Hot Water
Recirculation System

4.

Motion

5.

Defects

6.

Waiting

Late delivery of information that
is time sensitive

Increased volume of change
orders
Started coordination process
using 60% drawings

7.

Transportation

Inoperable hand-off of
information
Limiting software licensing
agreements

Material and Cost
Information difficult to
interpret from 3D Model
from Consultant

a. Any additions/revisions since our last interview
b. Estimate of time associated with each exchange waste
i. Software / Resource Cost

ii. Resource Time
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c. Resource Rate
i. BIM Coordinator (PM)
ii. BIM Modeler
iii. Assistant PM

3. Additional Factors Leading to Information Exchange Waste:
a.
b.
c.
d.
4. Planning Process Involved
a. Please explain the planning process that was involved prior to the
implementation of BIM

i. Detailed IE discussion – level of detail produced?

ii. Delivery Method factor into the planning?

b. Did the Design Team meet their goals in terms of information exchange
requirements?

c. How much of the waste above can be reduced or mitigated if additional
planning of the information exchange was conducted?
i. Percentage of the waste for each area

5. Intellect Waste – was there anything on the project that you wanted to do, but
were limited due to the areas of waste mentioned above
a.
b.
c.

How can you quantify the missed opportunities in your company?
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Appendix D – Qualitative IE Waste Content Analysis

Included in this appendix are results from the identification of information exchange waste
on the case study projects. These results are the summarized based on interviews performed
on project participants.
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Table E.1 - Description of IE Waste on Case Study #1 (HVAC Contractor)

Production
Waste

System

Information Exchange Translation

Project IE Waste Description
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1. Overproduction

More information than required by BIM users
Early delivery of information

N/A

2. Inventory

Information that is requested, but never received
Push instead of Pull – take what is given approach

Reflected Ceiling Plan coordination

3. Extra Processing
Steps

Information that is under-designed or underengineered

Additional HVAC Design required by sub
Support Steel Design required

4. Motion

More file transfers than necessary
Not placing the model in a common location

Design Models not updated after bulletin 18

5. Defects

Incorrect / unclear information

6. Waiting

Late delivery of information that is time sensitive

7. Transportation

Inoperable hand-off of information
Improper sequence of information exchange

Notes missing in autoclave room adding a
ceiling
Extensive volume of change orders
Vibration Isolation design approved after coord.
took place
Reclassification of Clean Room (COR 66)
MBE Lab Design incomplete
N/A

Table E.2 - Description of IE Waste on Case Study #1 (Plumbing Contractor)

Production
Waste

System

Information Exchange Translation

Project IE Waste Description

1. Overproduction

More information than required by BIM users
Early delivery of information

N/A

2. Inventory

Information that is requested, but never received
Push instead of Pull – take what is given approach

Modeled
2d
Coordination

3. Extra
Steps

Information that is under-designed or underengineered

Designed Hot Water Recirculation System

4. Motion

More file transfers than necessary
Not placing the model in a common location

Design Models not available until ASI was
issued

5. Defects

Incorrect / unclear information

Increased volume of change orders

6. Waiting

Late delivery of information that is time sensitive

7. Transportation

Inoperable hand-off of information
Limiting software licensing agreements

Started coordination process using 60%
drawings
Material and Cost Information difficult to
interpret from 3D Model from Consultant

Processing

MEP

Documents

for
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Table E.3 - Description of IE Waste on Case Study #1 (Electrical Contractor)

Production
Waste

System

Information Exchange Translation

Project IE Waste Description
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1. Overproduction

More information than required by BIM users
Early delivery of information

N/A

2. Inventory

Information that is requested, but never received
Push instead of Pull – take what is given approach

¾ “ conduit modeled, but too difficult to
coordinate

3. Extra Processing
Steps

Information that is under-designed or underengineered

N/A

4. Motion

More file transfers than necessary
Not placing the model in a common location

FTP site was inefficient

5. Defects

Incorrect / unclear information

Increased volume of change orders

6. Waiting

Late delivery of information that is time sensitive

Added two switchgears during project

7. Transportation

Inoperable hand-off of information
Improper sequence of information exchange

Coordinated work at same time (HVAC, Plumb,
Elec)

Table E.4 - Description of IE Waste on Case Study #2 (HVAC / Plumbing Contractor)

Production
Waste

System

Information Exchange Translation

Project IE Waste Description
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1. Overproduction

More information than required by BIM users
Early delivery of information

Over detailed coordination of equipment access
space

2. Inventory

Information that is requested, but never received
Push instead of Pull – take what is given approach

Designed condensate pump did not fit – no
alternatives were given

3. Extra Processing
Steps

Information that is under-designed or underengineered

Additional design of HVAC system required

4. Motion

More file transfers than necessary
Not placing the model in a common location

N/A – Digital Exchange Server

5. Defects

Incorrect / unclear information

6. Waiting

Late delivery of information that is time sensitive

Underground plumbing model was received
85% complete
End-user fit out for 5th floor
AHUs purchase by CM – changed components
late

7. Transportation

Inoperable hand-off of information
Improper sequence of information exchange

Revised coordination sequence during the
process due to riser coordination
Redraw steel on a few floors due to file
exchange errors

Table E.5 - Description of IE Waste on Case Study #2 (Electrical Contractor)

Production
Waste

System

Information Exchange Translation

Project IE Waste Description
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1. Overproduction

More information than required by BIM users
Early delivery of information

N/A

2. Inventory

Information that is requested, but never received
Push instead of Pull – take what is given approach

¾” conduit and hangars modeled, but never
implemented

3. Extra Processing
Steps

Information that is under-designed or underengineered

N/A

4. Motion

More file transfers than necessary
Not placing the model in a common location

Three electrical subs to coordinate with
(distribution, fit-out and low voltage)

5. Defects

Incorrect / unclear information

Mislabeled circuits throughout design

6. Waiting

Late delivery of information that is time sensitive

End-user fit out for 5th floor

7. Transportation

Inoperable hand-off of information
Improper sequence of information exchange

Mechanical was coordinated simultaneously w/
electric

Appendix E – Quantitative IE Waste Content Analysis

Included in this appendix are results from the quantification of information exchange waste on
the case study projects. These results are the summarized based on interviews performed on
project participants.
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F.1 - Analysis of IE Waste on Case Study #1 (HVAC Contractor)
Information
Waste (X)

Exchange

IEW Description

IEWGROSS

IEVY

IEV Type
(Y)

IEWX
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1. Overproduction (O)
2. Inventory (I)

N/A
Reflected Ceiling Plan coordination

51,600

5,100

C

46,500

3. Extra Processing
Steps (E)
4. Motion (M)

Additional HVAC Design required by sub
Support Steel Design required
Design Models not updated after bulletin 18

38,000

8,500

C

29,500

25,000

5,000

D

20,000

5. Defects (D)

Notes missing in autoclave room adding a
ceiling
Extensive volume of change orders
Vibration Isolation design approved after
coord took place
Reclassification of Clean Room (COR 66)
MBE Lab Design incomplete
N/A

21,600

6. Waiting (W)

7. Transportation (T)
Total

21,600

56,000
22,800

28,000
-

C
-

28,000
22,800

26,200
19,200
-

NQ
NQ
-

O
O
-

26,200
19,200
-

$260,400

$46,600

IE VALUE Type
D - Design Factor:
O - Owner Factor:
C - Construction Factor:

Value added to the Design Team / Work required by the Designer
Value added to the Owner / Work required by the Owner
Value that is attributed to typical construction methods (required for project type)

$213,800

IE Waste Calculations (MSC – HVAC)
Inventory IE Waste (IEWI):
IEWGROSS : Reflected Ceiling Plan coordination
IEVC:

5 days (Tech) @ $90/hr = $3,600
20 days (PM) @ $120/hr = $48,000
10% typical = $5,100

Extra Processing Steps IE Waste (IEWE):
IEWGROSS : Additional HVAC Design required by sub
IEVC:

20% of time on project @ 9 months (1560 hrs) @ $120/hr = $38,000
5% of time on project @ 9 months (1560 hrs) @ $120/hr = $8,500

IEWGROSS : Support Steel Design required
IEVD:

Engineer Consultant Contract = $25,000
Typical approved details = $5,000

Motion IE Waste (IEWM):
IEWGROSS : Design Models not available after bulletin 18
4 weeks due to inefficiency @ $120/hr = $19,200

Defects IE Waste (IEWD):
IEWGROSS : Notes missing in autoclave room adding a ceiling
10 days (Tech) @ $90/hr = $7,200
15 days (PM) @ $120/hr = $14,400
IEWGROSS : Extensive volume of change orders
30% time of PM @ 9 months (1560hrs) @120/hour = $56,000
IEVC:
15% time of PM @ 9 months (1560hrs) @120/hour = $28,000

Waiting IE Waste (IEWW):
IEWGROSS : Vibration Isolation was redesigned after coordination took place
25 days (Tech) @ $90/hr = $18,000
5 days (PM) @ $120/hr = $4,800
IEWGROSS : Reclassification of Clean Room (COR 66)
15 days (Tech) @ $90/hr = $10,800
15 days (PM) @ $120/hr = $14,400
IEWGROSS : MBE Lab Design incomplete
20 days (Tech) @ $90/hr = $14,400
5 days (PM) @ $120/hr = $4,800
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Total MSC -HVAC Contract:

= $19.2 Million

Total IEWGROSS (∑ IEWGROSS)

= $260,400

= 1.4% of contract value

Total IEWHVAC ( ∑ IEWX ) =

= $213,800

= 1.1% of contract value

Non-Modeling IEW

= $ 78,920

= 1.01% of contract value

NIST Study on Interoperability

= 1.24% for Specialty Contractors
(2002 data vs. 1997 economic values)
= 0.95% for Specialty Contractors
(2002 data vs. 2002 economic values)

Intellect Waste (Missed Opportunities):
-

Virtual Layout of Duct Hangers insert prior to concrete slab pour – coordination process was
not complete to utilize hangars
Caused about a 60% waste in total preinstalled hangars @ 5000 hangars @ $38.45 waste
5/hangar = $11,500 intellect waste

-

Prefabrication was an early option, however due to the amount of changes orders the process
underutilized..
Caused about a 15% productivity delay
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Table F.2 - Analysis of IE Waste on Case Study #1 (Plumbing Contractor)
Information Exchange
Waste

IEW Description

1. Overproduction
(O)

N/A

2. Inventory (I)

Converted 2D MEP Documents into 3D
Model for Coordination

3. Extra Processing
Steps (E)
4. Motion (M)

Designed Hot Water Recirc. System
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5. Defects (D)
6. Waiting (W)
7. Transportation
(T)
Total

IEWGROSS

IEVX

IEV Type
(Y)

-

-

-

-

61,000

16,000

D

45,000

3.200

480

C

2,720

Design Models not available until ASI was
issued
Increased volume of change orders

21,600

5400

C

16,200

19,200

7200

C

12,000

Started coordination process using 60%
drawings
Material and Cost Information difficult to
interpret from 3D Model from Consultant

48,000

-

O

48,000

48,000

12,000

C

36,000

$201,000

$41,080

IE VALUE Type
D - Design Factor:
O - Owner Factor:
C - Construction Factor:

IEWX

Value added to the Design Team / Work required by the Designer
Value added to the Owner / Work required by the Owner
Value that is attributed to typical construction methods (required for project type)

$159,920

IE Waste Calculations (MSC - Plumb):
Inventory IE Waste (IEWI):
IEWGROSS : Modeled 2d MEP Documents for Coordination
IEVD:

Contracted Value for $61,000 to model MEP design intent
Model development price based on interview with MEP Engineer
4 weeks @ $100/hr = $16,000

Extra Processing Steps IE Waste (IEWE):
IEWGROSS : Designed Hot Water Recirc. System
IEVC:

4 weeks @ 20% PM time @ $100/hr = $3200
@ 3% = $480

Motion IE Waste (IEWM):
IEWGROSS : Design Models not available until ASI was issued
IEVC:

4 days per every other ASI @18 ASI(s) @ $75/hour = $21,600
1 day = $5400

Defects IE Waste (IEWD):
IEWGROSS : Increased volume of change orders
IEVC:

40% time of PM @ 3 months @100/hour = $19,200
15% time of PM @ 3 months @100/hour = $7,200

Waiting IE Waste (IEWW):
IEWGROSS : Started coordination process using 60% drawings
IEVC:

3 month @ 100/hr = $48,000
Unknown Value to Owner

Transportation IE Waste (IEWT):
IEWGROSS : Material and Cost Information difficult to interpret from 3D Model
IEVC:

8 months of 50% of foreman time @ $75/hr = $48,000
25% = $12,000
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Total MSC-Plumbing Contract:

= $7.2 Million

Total IEWGROSS (∑ IEWGROSS)

= $201,000

= 2.8% of contract value

Total IEWPLUMB ( ∑ IEWX )

= $159,920

= 2.2% of contract value

Non-Modeling IEW

= $ 78,920

= 1.09% of contract value

NIST Study on Interoperability

= 1.24% for Specialty Contractors
(2002 data vs. 1997 economic values)
= 0.95% for Specialty Contractors
(2002 data vs. 2002 economic values)

Intellect Waste (Missed Opportunities):
-

Field Coordination – Electrical Sub did not participate in full coordination process and
decided to coordinate some work in the field – would move for coordinated work if required
Caused about a 30% reduction in labor efficiency

-

Prefabrication was an early option, however due to the amount of change orders the process
was abandoned and 95% of work was fabricated onsite.
Caused about a 20% productivity delay
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Table F.3 - Analysis of IE Waste on Case Study #1 (Electrical Contractor)
Information
Exchange Waste (X)

IEW Description

1. Overproduction
(O)

N/A

2. Inventory (I)
3. Extra Processing
Steps (E)
4. Motion (M)

¾ “ conduit modeled, but too difficult to
coordinate
N/A
FTP site was inefficient

5. Defects (D)

IEWGROSS
-

IEVY

IEV Type
(Y)
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-

-

7,200

D

7,200

-

C

-

7,020

C

7,020

Increased volume of change orders

57,200

C

57,200

6. Waiting (W)

Added two switchgears during project

11,520

O

11,520

7. Transportation
(T)
Total

Coordinated work at same time (HVAC,
Plumb, Elec)

18,000

C

18,000

$100,940

-

IEWX

NQ

$0

IE VALUE Type
D - Design Factor:
O - Owner Factor:
C - Construction Factor:
NQ – Not Quantified

Value added to the Design Team / Work required by the Designer
Value added to the Owner / Work required by the Owner
Value that is attributed to typical construction methods (required for project type)

$100,940

IE Waste Calculations (MSC – Elec):
Inventory IE Waste (IEWI):
IEWGROSS : ¾ “ conduit modeled, but too difficult to coordinate
80 hours @ $90/hr = $7200

Motion IE Waste (IEWM):
IEWGROSS : FTP site was inefficient
2 hours each week 39 weeks @ $90/hr = $7,020

Defects IE Waste (IEWD):
IEWGROSS : Increased volume of change orders
25% time of PM @ 3 months @110/hour = $57,200

Waiting IE Waste (IEWW):
IEWGROSS : Added two switchgears during project
IEVO:

1 month of intern time @ $2200
1 month 80% Technician (128 hours) @$90/hr = $11,520
Unknown Value to Owner

Transportation IE Waste (IEWT):
IEWGROSS : Coordinated work at same time (HVAC, Plumb, Elec)
10% of total time inefficient (2000) @ $90/hr = $18,000
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Total MSC - Electrical Contract:

= $12.8 Million

Total IEWGROSS (∑ IEWGROSS)

= $100,940

= 0.8% of contract value

Total IEWELEC ( ∑ IEWX)

= $100,940

= 0.8% of contract value

Non-Modeling IEW

= $ 93,740

= 0.73% of contract value

NIST Study on Interoperability

= 1.24% for Specialty Contractors
(2002 data vs. 1997 economic values)
= 0.95% for Specialty Contractors
(2002 data vs. 2002 economic values)

Intellect Waste (Missed Opportunities):
-

Prefabrication was an early option (cable-tray only), however it was never pursued due to
incomplete coordination
Caused about a 10% productivity delay
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Table F.4 - Analysis of IE Waste on Case Study #2 (HVAC / Plumbing Contractor)
IEWGROSS

Information
Exchange Waste (X)

IEW Description

1. Overproduction
(O)

Over detailed coordination of equip. access
space

90,000

67,500

Designed condensate pump did not fit – no
alternatives were given
3. Extra Processing Additional design of HVAC system required
Steps (E)
N/A – Digital Exchange Server
4. Motion (M)

18,800

0

18,800

41,600

0

41,600

-

-

Underground plumbing model was received
85% complete
End-user fit out for 5th floor
AHUs purchase by CM – changed components
late
Revised coordination sequence during the
process due to riser coordination
Redraw steel on a few floors due to file
exchange errors

3,600

0

4,500
32,400

NQ
NQ

O
O

4,500
32,400

259,000

129,500

C

129,500

3,600

0

-

3,600

$453,500

$197,000

2. Inventory (I)

5. Defects (D)
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6. Waiting (W)

7. Transportation
(T)

Total
IE VALUE Type
D - Design Factor:
O - Owner Factor:
C - Construction Factor:
NQ – Not Quantified

IEVY

IEV Type
(Y)

Value added to the Design Team / Work required by the Designer
Value added to the Owner / Work required by the Owner
Value that is attributed to typical construction methods (required for project type)

O

-

IEWX
22,500

3,600

$265, 500

IE Waste Calculations (HMC –HVAC & Plumb):
Overproduction IE Waste (IEWI):
IEWGROSS : Over detailed coordination of equipment access space

IEVO:

200 HVAC Piping mhrs @ $90/hour = $18,000
500 Sheetmetal mhrs @ $90/hour = $45,000
300 Plumbing hours @ $90/hour - $27,000
75% (bit larger than needed = $67,500

Inventory IE Waste (IEWI):
IEWGROSS : Designed condensate pump did not fit – no alternatives were given
120 HVAC Piping mhrs @ $90/hr = $10,800
80 mhrs @ $100/hr = $8,000

Extra Processing Steps IE Waste (IEWE):
IEWGROSS : Additional design of HVAC system required
200 HVAC mhrs @ $100/hr = $20,000
240 Sheetmetal mhrs @ $90/hour = $21,600

Defects IE Waste (IEWD):
Underground plumbing model was received 85% complete
IEWGROSS
Cost to verify model was more than to redraw (wasted 1 week)
40 mhrs @ $90/hour = $3600

Waiting IE Waste (IEWW):
IEWGROSS : End-user fit out for 5th floor

IEVO:
IEWGROSS :

IEVO:

10 HVAC Piping mhrs @ $90/hour = $900
40 Sheetmetal mhrs @ $90/hour = $3,600
Not Quantified
AHUs purchase by CM – changed components late
120 HVAC Piping mhrs @ $90/hour = $10,800
240 Sheetmetal mhrs @ $90/hour = $21,600
Not Quantified

Transportation IE Waste (IEWT):
IEWGROSS : Revised coordination sequence during the process due to riser coordination
2 months of 4 guys @ $90/hour = $115,000
Additional modeling consulting to keep up: 40 weeks @ $90/hr = $144,000
IEVC: Personnel issues accounted for 50% of waste = $129,500

IEWGROSS :

Redraw steel on a few floors due to file exchange errors
40 mhrs @ $90/hour = $3,600
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Total Plumb & HVAC Contract:

= $18.0 Million

Total IEWGROSS (∑ IEWGROSS)

= $453,500

= 2.5% of contract value

Total IEWPLUMB/HVAC ( ∑ IEWX ) = $256,500

= 1.4% of contract value

Non-Modeling IEW

= 1.38 % of contract value

= $248,000

NIST Study on Interoperability

= 1.24% for Specialty Contractors
(2002 data vs. 1997 economic values)
= 0.95% for Specialty Contractors
(2002 data vs. 2002 economic values)

Intellect Waste (Missed Opportunities):
-

5th Floor Mechanical Room Prefabrication was never pursued due lack of planning
Caused about a 25% productivity delay for this area

-

Virtual Hangar Insert Layout – complete for 70 percent of building, would have like to use
for entire building. Claim of 300% increase in productivity when hangar inserts are used.
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Table F.5 - Analysis of IE Waste on Case Study #2 (Electrical Contractor)
Information
Exchange Waste (X)

IEW Description

1. Overproduction
(O)

N/A

2. Inventory (I)

IEWGROSS

IEVY

IEV Type
(Y)

IEWX

-

-

-

-

¾ “ conduit and hangars modeled, but never
implemented
N/A

20,000

5,000

C

15,000

-

-

40,000

NQ

O

40,000

5. Defects (D)

Three electrical subs to coordinate with
(distribution, fit-out and low voltage)
Mislabeled circuits throughout design

34,000

8,500

6. Waiting (W)

End-user fit out for 5th floor

8,000

NQ

O

8,000

7. Transportation
(T)

Mechanical was coordinated simultaneously
w/ electric

60,000

included

C

60,000

$162,000

$13,500

3. Extra Processing
Steps (E)
4. Motion (M)
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Total

-

IE VALUE Type
D - Design Factor:
O - Owner Factor:
C - Construction Factor:
NQ – Not Quantified

Value added to the Design Team / Work required by the Designer
Value added to the Owner / Work required by the Owner
Value that is attributed to typical construction methods (required for project type)

25,500

$148,500

IE Waste Calculations (HMC – Electrical):
Inventory IE Waste (IEWI):
IEWGROSS : ¾ “ conduit and hangars modeled, but never implemented
IEVC:

200 hours @ $100/hr = $20,000
25% = $5,000

Motion IE Waste (IEWM):
IEWGROSS : Three electrical subs to coordinate with (distribution, fit-out and low voltage)
IEVO:

10% of coordination time (4000 hours) = 400 mhrs @ $100/hour = $40,000
Unknown Value to Owner

Defects IE Waste (IEWD):
IEWGROSS : Mislabeled circuits throughout design
IEVC:

2 technicians, 1 month @ $100/hour = $34,000
25% contractor coordination = $8,500

Waiting IE Waste (IEWW):
IEWGROSS : End-user fit out for 5th floor
IEVO:

80 mhrs @ $100/hour = $8,000
Unknown Value to Owner

Transportation IE Waste (IEWT):
IEWGROSS : Mechanical was coordinated simultaneous w/ electric
15% of coordination time (4000 hours) = 600 mhrs @ $100/hour = $60,000
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Total Electrical Fit-out Contract:

= $5.0 Million

Total IEWGROSS (∑ IEWGROSS)

= $162,000

= 3.2% of contract value

Total IEWNET ( ∑ IEWELEC)

= $148,500

= 3.0% of contract value

Non-Modeling IEW

= $133,500

= 2.7% of contract value

NIST Study on Interoperability

= 1.24% for Specialty Contractors
(2002 data vs. 1997 economic values)
= 0.95% for Specialty Contractors
(2002 data vs. 2002 economic values)

Intellect Waste (Missed Opportunities):
-

Prefabrication was never pursued due customized design and end-user input
Caused about a 15% productivity delay

-

Three electrical subs to coordinate with (distribution, fit-out and low voltage)
Accounted for approx. 10% productivity delay
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Appendix F – Summary of Quantitative Data

Included in this appendix is a summary of the quantitative results for both case study
projects. Also included is a summary of the intellect waste and initial quantitative data for
each example. Finally, this appendix concludes with comparative Information Exchange
Waste Diagrams (IEWD) including all trades on both case study projects.
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Table G-1 – Summary of IE Waste Quantification for Case Study 1 and 2

IE Waste Category
Overproduction
Inventory
Extra Processing
Motion
Defects
Waiting
Transportation
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total waste
contract value
% of contract

Case Study #1 Information Exchange Waste
Case Study #2 Information Exchange Waste Case Study #1 & 2
Plumb +
Total % of MEP Plumb /
Total
% of MEP
Both % of MEP
Plumb
HVAC
HVAC
Elec
MEP
Waste
HVAC
Elec
MEP
Waste Projects Waste
0
0
0
0
0
0%
22500
0
22500
6%
22500
3%
45000
46500
91500
7200
98700
21%
18800
15000
33800
8%
132500
15%
2720
29500
32220
0
32220
7%
41600
0
41600
10%
73820
8%
16200
20000
36200
7020
43220
9%
0
40000
40000
10%
83220
9%
12000
49600
61600
57200 118800
25%
3600
25500
29100
7%
147900
17%
48000
68200
116200
11520 127720
27%
36900
8000
44900
11%
172620
20%
36000
0
36000
18000
54000
11%
133100
60000
193100
48%
247100
28%
159920

213800

7200000 19200000
2.22%

31‐50%
21‐30%
11‐20%
5‐10%
Under 5%

1.11%

373720

474660

256500

26400000 12800000 39200000

18000000

1.42%

100940

0.79%

1.21%

1.43%

148500

405000

879660

5000000 23000000

62200000

2.97%

1.76%

1.41%

Summary of Intellect Waste:
Case Study #1
Plumbing:

Field Coordination – Electrical Sub did not participate in full coordination process and decided to coordinate
some work in the field – would move for coordinated work if required
Caused about a 30% reduction in labor efficiency
Prefabrication was an early option, however due to the amount of change orders the process was abandoned and
95% of work was fabricated onsite.
Caused about a 20% productivity delay

HVAC:

Virtual Layout of Duct Hangers insert prior to concrete slab pour – coordination process was not complete to
utilize hangars
used about a 60% waste in total preinstalled hangars and approximately 20% of planned productivity.
@ 5000 hangars @ $38.45 waste 5/hangar = $11,500 intellect waste
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Prefabrication was an early option, however due to the amount of changes orders the process underutilized.
Caused about a 15% productivity delay
Electrical:

Case Study #2
Plumbing/HVAC:

Prefabrication was an early option (cable-tray only) that was never pursued due to incomplete coordination
Caused about a 10% productivity delay

5th Floor Mechanical Room Prefabrication was never pursued due lack of planning
Caused about a 25% productivity delay for this area
Virtual Hangar Insert Layout – complete for 70 percent of building,
Claim of 300% increase in productivity when hangar inserts are used.

Electrical:

Prefabrication was never pursued due customized design and end-user input
Caused about a 15% productivity delay
Three electrical subs to coordinate with (distribution, fit-out and low voltage)
Accounted for approx. 10% productivity delay

Summary of IEWDs for Case Study #1 and #2:
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